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Preface
Computers and machines were developed to reduce time consumption and manual
human efforts to complete projects efficiently. With fast-growing technologies in
the field, we have finally reached a stage where almost everyone in the world has
access to these high technologies. However, this is just a starting phase because
future development is taking a more advanced route in the shape of artificial intelligence (AI). Although AI is under the computer science umbrella, nowadays there
is no field unaffected by this high technology.
The overall aim of using intelligence learning methods is to train machines to
think intelligently and make decisions in different situations the same as humans.
Previously, machines were doing what they were programmed to do, but now with
AI, devices can think and behave like a human being.
High-tech giants like Apple, Google, Microsoft, Deloitte, and IBM are highly
involved in research to develop the knowledge that has started to produce innovative transformation. Although it is going to form our future, we need to know how
it is affecting our work and lifestyle. So, this book has been published to give you a
glimpse of the applications and advanced analytics of AI in different fields.

Structure of the book
This book contains six applications of advanced analytics and AI in different industries. All the information is supported by practical examples and scientific detail.
The chapters contain enough information for both beginners to become familiar
with high technologies and science applications to solve business problems and
advanced readers to acquire more detailed technical information.
In Chapter 1, an introductory review briefly gives a background to advanced
analytics and AI applications to help industries make better decisions to optimize
processes and reduce cost.
Chapter 2 is about using a bio-inspired hybrid algorithm for web services clustering. This chapter is written by researchers from the Autonomous Metropolitan
University. In recent years, methods inspired by nature using biological analogies
have been adapted for clustering problems, among which genetic algorithms, evolutionary strategies, and algorithms that imitate the behavior of some animal species
have been implemented. In this chapter, researchers investigate how biologically
inspired clustering methods can be applied to clustering web services and present a hybrid approach for web services clustering using the Artificial Bee Colony
algorithm, K-Means, and Consensus. This hybrid algorithm was implemented and
a series of experiments were conducted using three collections of web services.
Results of the tests show that the solution approach is adequate and efficient to
carry out the clustering of large groups of web services.

In Chapter 3, researchers from the Institute of Applied Economics, National Taiwan
Ocean University, explain their achievements using optimization problem analysis
for smart material planning. Mostly addressed is the concept of smart manufacturing, which is based on how to effectively facilitate production activities by using
automation equipment; however, causing fluctuation in production may frequently
root to the uncertain incoming sales orders. These uncertain factors may be determined by economic parameters, such as the changes of trading regulations and
rivals’ innovations, which require to be further deciphered to reduce risk and close
the gap between forecasted and actual demand. This study presents a clear operable
step-by-step framework to manage and cushion the impact of uncertain external
factors. It also introduces three novel and feasible production planning models by
considering the economic parameters.
Chapter 4 is related to the medical application of AI. In this chapter, a deep learning-based recommendation system for aesthetic surgery, composed of a mobile app
and a deep learning model, has been proposed. Researchers from the Data Science
Laboratory, FPT Software Japan Co., offer the deep learning model based on the
dataset of before- and after-surgery facial images that can estimate the probability
of the perfection of parts of a face. In this study, scientists focus on the two most
popular treatments: rejuvenation treatment and eye double-fold surgery. In the
project presented in this chapter, the researchers preliminarily achieved 88.9% and
93.1% accuracy on rejuvenation treatment and eye double-fold surgery, respectively.
Chapter 5 is written by a research group at the Department of Applied Mathematics
in École Polytechnique. École Polytechnique is the only Grande École among all
French universities and engineering schools with separate academic departments
for pure and applied mathematics. The Department of Applied Mathematics
focuses on the links between the many applications and all the major fields in science, engineering, and social sciences. The title of the chapter is “Assessment of the
prediction quality of VPIN.” VPIN is a tool designed to predict extreme events like
ﬂash crashes. Some concerns have been raised about its reliability. In this study, the
researchers assess VPIN prediction quality (precision and recall rates) of extreme
volatility events, including its sensitivity to the starting point of computation in
each dataset. They benchmark the results with those of a “naive classiﬁer.” The test
data used in this study contain ﬁve and a half years’ worth of trading data of the ﬁve
most liquid futures contracts of this period. The researchers found that VPIN has
an unfortunate “ﬂash crash” prediction power with the traditional 0.99 decision
threshold. Increasing the decision threshold does not signiﬁcantly improve overall
prediction quality. Nevertheless, they found that VPIN has a more interesting predictive power for ﬂash events of lower amplitude. Finally, the completed research
showed that, for practice, the last bar price structure is the least sensitive to the
starting point of computation.
Chapter 6 is about the application of AI in Earth observation. This chapter describes
a Copernicus Access Platform Intermediate Layers Small-Scale Demonstrator,
which is a comprehensive platform for the handling, analysis, and interpretation
of Earth observation satellite images, mainly exploiting big data of the European
Copernicus Program by AI methods. The main two components in Earth observation, namely data mining and data fusion, are detailed and validated in this study.
The most important contributions of this chapter are the integration of these two
components with a Copernicus platform on top of the European DIAS system for
large-scale Earth observation image annotation, and the measurement of clustering
and classification performances of various Copernicus Sentinel and third-party
XIV

mission data. This chapter is related to the completed research at the Remote
Sensing Technology Institute, German Aerospace Center.
This book tries to give readers a better vision of advanced analytics and AI applications in different areas, and the authors hope that this volume will be a valuable
resource for industry professionals and researchers. The presented chapters in this
volume signify the state of the art regarding critical topics in advanced analytics
and AI. The breadth of coverage and the depth in each of the sections make it a
useful resource for all managers and engineers interested in the new generation of
a data analytics applications. Above all, the editor hopes that this volume will spur
on further discussions on all aspects of advanced analytics and AI applications in
different industries.

Ali Soofastaei
Artificial Intelligence Center,
Vale,
Brisbane, Australia
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Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter: Advanced
Analytics and Artificial
Intelligence Applications
Ali Soofastaei

“The key challenge is not so much globalization. It is what I call the fourth industrial revolution. Because its technology which creates major changes in our daily
lives. It’s a technology that creates fears. What we want to do is make the world
much more aware. On the one hand of the opportunity of the new technology but
on the other hand the risks and dangers we encounter”.
—Klaus Schwab

1. Introduction
The opportunities and complexities associated with the digital era can be overwhelming to industries and markets, which face an enormous amount of potential
information in each transaction. Being aware of trends in the data pool and benefiting from hidden information has created a new paradigm, redefining the meaning
of corporate power. Access to information can make organizations more effective
and help them to reach their goals. Big data analytics (BDA) enables industries
to describe, diagnose, predict, prescribe, and find hidden growth opportunities,
potentially increasing business value. BDA uses advanced analytical techniques to
enhance knowledge and improve decision-making by reducing the complexity of
exponentially increasing amounts of data. BDA uses novel and sophisticated algorithms to analyze real-time data, resulting in highly accurate analytics. Depending
on the problem being solved, these complex algorithms can be allocated to either
deep learning or machine learning (ML) approaches.
A significant consequence of the digital world is the creation of bulk raw data.
Managers are responsible for managing this valuable capital, with its various
shapes and sizes, on the basis of organizational needs. Big data has the power to
affect all aspects of society, from social to educational. As the volume of raw data
increases, particularly in technology-based companies, the issue of managing
it becomes more critical. The variety, velocity, and volume of raw data warrant
the use of advanced tools to overcome its complexity and to reveal the hidden
information embedded in it. Thus, BDA has been proposed as a means of experimentation, simulation, data analysis, and monitoring. One BDA tool, advanced
analytics (AA), can provide the foundation for predictive analysis on the basis of
supervised and unsupervised data input. A reciprocal relationship exists between
the power of AA and data input—the more precise and accurate the input data,
the more effective the analytical performance. Additionally, ML, artificial intelligence (AI) and deep learning as subfields of AA can be used to extract knowledge
from hidden data trends [1].
1
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The growing rate of data production in the digital era has introduced the concept
of big data, which is defined by its significant volume, variety, veracity, velocity,
and high value. Big data has created challenges for analysis, requiring organizations
to deploy new analytical approaches and tools to overcome the complexity and
magnitude of different data types (structured, semi-structured, and unstructured).
Thus, BDA offers a sophisticated technique that can analyze an enormous volume of
data and manage its complexity.
BDA can be used to support projects in innovation, productivity, and competition [2] by examining, processing, discovering, and exhibiting results to uncover
hidden patterns and provide insights into interesting contextual relationships [3].
Complexity reduction and managing the cognitive burden of a knowledge-based
society are key benefits of BDA. The most critical contributor to the success of BDA
is feature identification, which defines the most crucial elements affecting results.
This is followed by identifying correlations between inputs and a dynamic given
point, which can change from time to time [3].
As a result of the rapid evolution of BDA, e-commerce and global connectivity have flourished. Governments have also taken advantage of BDA to provide
improved services to their citizens [3]. Specific applications of BDA for the
management and analysis of big data include business and social media. BDA can
improve understanding of customer behaviors and handling of the five features
of big data—volume, velocity, value, variety, and veracity. BDA not only provides
businesses with a comprehensive view of consumer behavior but also enables
organizations to be more innovative and effective in deploying strategies. Smalland medium-sized companies can use BDA to mine semi-structured big data,
improving the quality of product recommendation systems and website design [4].
As suggested by [5], the use of BDA technology and techniques for large volumes of
data can improve firm performance.
AA, AI, ML, predictive and prescriptive analytics, optimization models,
decision-making algorithms, natural language processing, and robotic process
automation have been popular keywords in various industrial studies in recent
years. Industry managers and key decision-makers who are aware of the ability
of AA to solve business problems are now competing for intelligent technologies and experts to operate them. However, investments in technology and data
scientists do not guarantee success. Industrial managers must develop a strong
foundation by embedding an understanding of AA within their companies.
Three factors contribute to a thriving AA culture: people, strategy, and technology. The knowledge of individuals in companies plays a critical role in the
success of the analytics revolution because there are no practical solutions for
applying AA when a company is faced with unacceptable levels of knowledge
and experience. Management strategies can be implemented to ensure that
project teams are sufficiently flexible to adapt to solutions to work processes
suggested by the AA. The level of technology is also essential for the accuracy of
analytics and can be a critical parameter when the outcomes of AA are used to
improve business processes.
AA and AI, defined as intelligence demonstrated by machines, have many
applications. AA has been applied in many fields and industries, including agriculture [6, 7], oil and gas [8], aviation [9–15], computer science [16], deepfake [17, 18],
education [19–21], finance [22], government, heavy industry, history [23], telecommunication maintenance, toys and games [24], hospitals and medicine [25–27],
recruiting, human resources and job search engines [28, 29], military [30, 31], news
services [32, 33], writing and publishing, online conference services [34–36], power
electronics [37], sensors [38], and transport [39, 40].
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2. Artificial intelligence: applications and challenges
AI capabilities are rapidly evolving, and it is essential to build a framework to
model the AI application process from study to implementation. Figure 1 illustrates
the general application of AI.
The critical challenge for using AI in industrial projects is to demonstrate the
value of processed data in making intelligent predictions and optimizing decisionmaking. Overall, there are four significant challenges for the employment of AI in
different industries: data, speed, high reliability, and interpretability.

Figure 1.
Steps in applying artificial intelligence (AI).

2.1 Data
Industrial systems produce large volumes of data, and advanced engineering
is undoubtedly a big data environment. Collected data are typically structured.
However, when faced with a low-quality dataset, industrial operations can generate data with “3B” (bad, broken, and illogical background) issues. 3B issues can
potentially create challenges in implementing ML and AI solutions for solving
business problems. In some industries, the quality of data is insufficient to train and
validate sophisticated algorithms such as deep learning models. This problem has
been a major challenge for data scientists and data analysis in the development of
prediction and optimization applications.
Moreover, real collected data from sites cannot cover all requirements and
there are many gaps in datasets. A lack of data can be a crucial problem when
data scientists are seeking comprehensive datasets to cover all working conditions. Further, AI solutions should be generated based on reliable historical
information; however, in many cases, there is a lack of available data to make
sustainable models.
2.2 Speed
With the evolution of technology across various industries, operational processes can rapidly produce large amounts of information. The use of intelligent
applications is essential for working with enormous amounts of generated real-time
data to reduce resource waste and operational risk. Nowadays, key industries use
cloud-based approaches not only to store data but also to improve ease of access to
information. However, these approaches still fail to meet the specific requirements
for calculation effectiveness.
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2.3 High reliability
AI solutions are strongly related to background processes and collected datasets.
In other words, the reliability of AI applications depends on the quality of historical information. AA applications usually deal with critical challenges related to
security, maintenance, operations, energy consumption, and safety. Dissatisfaction
with prediction, optimization, or decision-making algorithms may lead to negative
outcomes and discourage users from relying on AA approaches such as AI systems.
2.4 Interpretability
AI can help improve the accuracy and reliability of prediction and optimization of industrial applications. However, interpreting the results is a significant
challenge for experts and managers when using AI to solve business problems. A
practical solution for industry may be to train experts, specialists, and managers
to operate the analytics and provide root cause analysis for anomalies. This implies
that during the development of applications, data scientists should work with
experts and managers to include domain knowledge in algorithm expansion processes and ensure that models can adaptively learn and accumulate knowledge.

3. Predictive models
Predictive modeling is the term used for the process of utilizing data mining
and probability to forecast future outcomes. A predictive (forecasting) model uses
several independent variables or predictors that are likely to influence the desired
dependent variable (forecasting output). Once data have been collected for the relevant predictors, a statistical algorithm is deployed. This algorithm may be a simple
linear equation or a sophisticated ML algorithm such as a neural network. Predictive
modeling mainly overlaps with the field of ML, and many of the algorithms utilized
in forecasting models are found in the context of ML and AI.
Predictive modeling is often associated with weather forecasting, online advertising, and marketing. However, it also has applications in mining engineering.
One of the most frequently overlooked challenges of the forecasting model is
obtaining suitable data to apply when creating algorithms. Data collection and
preparation is the most challenging step in developing a predictive model, and it is
essential to locate the best predictors to feed into the model. A descriptive analysis
of the data and data treatment, including missing values and outlier fixing, is a
crucial task that consumes most of the time needed in predictive modeling.
Once the data have been collected, the next step is to select an appropriate
model. Linear regressions are among the most accessible models for predictive algorithms, but other multifaceted AI models are available. The complexity of the model
does not guarantee the performance of the prediction. Model selection should be
considered in relation to data availability and quality and the forecasting period.
After modeling, a production estimation should be provided to measure the
accuracy of the model.
Some well-known predictive modeling methods widely used in industrial applications are regression, time series algorithms, deep learning, and ML.

4. Optimization methods
Many different practical optimization methods have been used in critical industries. Generally, the aim of optimization is to increase productivity, energy and cost
4
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efficiency, and safety. Prior to the data revolution, traditional optimization models
were used for practical business solutions. Currently, the quantity and quality of
collected data in many industries have created an opportunity to use innovative
optimization solutions to achieve better outcomes. Of all the current optimization approaches, genetic algorithm, particle swarm, ant colony, bee colony, firefly
algorithm (FA), and tabu search are the most prevalent in critical industries.
The aforementioned AA, BDA, and AI applications for prediction, optimization, and decision-making may help industries increase efficiency across various
dimensions as well as take action to solve global environmental and energy consumption problems. The case studies presented in the following chapters illustrate
the possibilities for using AA, BDA, and AI to solve business problems across
different industries.
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Bio-Inspired Hybrid Algorithm for
Web Services Clustering
Maricela Bravo, Román A. Mora-Gutiérrez
and Luis F. Hoyos-Reyes

Abstract
Web services clustering is the task of extracting and selecting the features from a
collection of Web services and forming groups of closely related services. The
implementation of novel and efficient algorithms for Web services clustering is
relevant for the organization of service repositories on the Web. Counting with
well-organized collections of Web services promotes the efficiency of Web service
discovery, search, selection, substitution, and invocation. In recent years, methods
inspired by nature using biological analogies have been adapted for clustering
problems, among which genetic algorithms, evolutionary strategies, and algorithms
that imitate the behavior of some animal species have been implemented. Computation inspired by nature aims at imitating the steps that nature has developed and
adapting them to find a solution of a given problem. In this chapter, we investigate
how biologically inspired clustering methods can be applied to clustering Web
services and present a hybrid approach for Web services clustering using the Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm, K-means, and Consensus. This hybrid algorithm
was implemented, and a series of experiments were conducted using three collections of Web services. Results of the experiments show that the solution approach is
adequate and efficient to carry out the clustering of very large collections of Web
services.
Keywords: artificial bee colony, K-means, Consensus, hybrid algorithms,
Web services clustering, semantic similarity measures

1. Introduction
Web services clustering is the task of selecting and extracting the features of a
collection of Web services, discovering the similarities between them to form
groups or classes considering those features. The implementation of novel and
efficient algorithms for the automatic clustering of Web services is relevant for the
organization of large collections of services in private or public network such as the
Internet. Having a directory of Web services organized in groups according to one
or more characteristics represents an advantage during the search, selection, invocation, substitution, and composition of Web services.
Methods inspired by nature using biological analogies have been adapted for
clustering problems, among which genetic algorithms, evolutionary strategies, and
algorithms that imitate the behavior of some animal species have been
implemented. Living beings such as animals and plants and even the climate exhibit
9
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extraordinary, complex, and fascinating natural phenomena. Of particular interest
is the intelligent behavior of some animal species to find a solution to solve a
problem and maintain the perfect balance of the environment surrounding.
This is the main idea of computation inspired by nature, that is, to imitate the
steps that nature has developed and adapt them to find a solution of a problem, thus
converting it into a bio-inspired algorithm. This is the main reason for the implementation of an algorithm that exploits the collective intelligence of a Bee Colony as
an alternative for clustering. This chapter presents an innovative approach for Web
services clustering using a hybrid algorithm based on the Artificial Bee Colony, Kmeans, and Consensus.
The work described in this chapter is part of a research project whose objective is
to design and implement a semantic directory of Web services using efficient, fully
automated methods to allow the organization, composition, and classification of
Web services with a semantic approach.
Figure 1 shows the general architecture of the semantic directory and a methodology to construct and manage the directory. The methodology consists of the
following phases:
1. Public Web service retrieval aims at searching over the Internet to find and copy
Web service descriptions (files formatted in WSDL description language) in a
local file directory. Web service retrieval is executed through crawlers
designed specifically to parse and identify links to files in WSDL.
2. Extraction and analysis of Web services consists of parsing every Web service
description file and the extraction of specific data, such as: method names,
input and output parameters, and port types to facilitate the automatic
invocation. Extracted data is stored in an ontology model. For this phase, we
use a tool which transforms WSDL files into an ontological representation.
3. Web service similarity calculation is an important phase of the methodology,
because classification and clustering of Web services requires the calculation of
distances between services. In order to calculate similarities, different
measures can be implemented and combined to obtain better results.

Figure 1.
Semantic directory of Web services.
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4.Web service classification and clustering consists of selecting and extracting the
characteristics of a collection of Web services and discovering the similarities
between them to form groups or classes considering those characteristics.
Therefore, this phase depends on the results of the previous phases. In
particular, in this chapter a hybrid clustering algorithm based on the Artificial
Bee Colony algorithm, the K-means, and Consensus is described.
5. Inference and reasoning represents the supporting mechanisms to exploit and
utilize the enriched Web service ontologies.

2. Related work
Web service classification and clustering is a topic addressed form different perspectives such as statistical, stochastic, and novel approaches based on bio-inspired
algorithms. Additionally, semantic approaches to describe, discover, and invoke Web
services have been studied to propose novel clustering algorithms. In this section a
revision of related work is presented considering two trends: reported work that
address clustering and classification of Web services and clustering approaches based
on bio-inspired algorithms. Table 1 presents the main characteristics of related work.
In 2009, Liang et al. [1] proposed a method for Web service categorization
considering keywords and semantic relations between elements of the description.
Their proposed methodology involves preprocessing WSDL documents, rough
clustering by labeling Web services with class tag, and fine clustering.
In 2009, Platzer et al. [2] described a scalable approach for clustering very large
service repositories. They use a statistical clustering algorithm enhancing a vector
space to support the search of services related to a given query.
In 2012, Pop et al. [3] presented two approaches for service clustering, one
inspired by the behavior of the birds and other inspired by the behavior of ants.
They implemented methods to evaluate the semantic similarity between services.
In 2013, Du et al. [4] presented an approach for clustering Web services based
on functional similarity and refinement of clusters using a concept position vector.
In 2014, Wu et al. [5] presented an approach which consists of three modules: data
preprocessing, Web service tag recommendation, and Web services clustering. The
first module consists of building a content vector formed with nouns, verbs, or
adjectives. Authors use different features and different approaches for similarity
computation. For content use the normalized Google distance, for data types and
messages they use a basic match similarity, and for tag similarity they apply the
Jaccard coefficient.
In 2014, Prakash and Singh [6] compared the performance of evolutionary
algorithms: Genetic Algorithm, Differential Evolution, Particle Swarm Optimization, and Artificial Bee Colony for clustering three real and one synthetic data sets.
In 2017, Sahoo [7] presented a two-step ABC algorithm for data clustering problems. Authors addressed the three problems of the ABC algorithm such as initial
positions of food sources, solution search equation, and abandoned food location.
In 2018, Kotekar and Kamath [8] described a Web services clustering approach
based on Cat Swarm Optimization (CSO), which emulates the social behavior of cats
in nature.
Automated Web services clustering is useful to facilitate service search, service
discovery, service composition, and service substitution. Of particular interest is the
representation of Web services through ontologies because the purpose of this work
is the automatic organization of any collection (public or private) of Web service in
ontologies and their semantic enrichment by classification and clustering.
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No

Bottom-up hierarchical
clustering

K-means

Du et al. WSDL
[4]
documents
extracted from
OWL-TC4

Wu
WSDL
et al. [5] documents

Data is based on Genetic Algorithm,
three real and
Differential Evolution,
Particle Swarm

Yes

Particle swarm and antbased service clustering

Pop
WSDL
et al. [3] documents
extracted from
OWL-TC4

Prakash
and

No

Statistical clustering analysis

Platzer WSDL
et al. [2] documents

No

No

No

Incremental K-means
algorithm
Bisecting K-means

Liang
WSDL
et al. [1] documents

Number
of Web
services
used

SAWSDL-TC
collection

894
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Not for
Web
services

No
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Similarity measure is not
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The similarity approach is
not semantic, and the
clustering method is not bioinspired

Limitations

The clustering method is not
based on bio-inspired
algorithms. Similarity
measure is not semantic
The clustering approach is based The clustering method is not
on novel bio-inspired
applied to Web services
algorithms.

This approach clusters Web
service documents

This work is closely related with The clustering method is not
the approach presented in this
based on novel bio-inspired
chapter
algorithms

The solution approach is very
similar to the approach
described in this chapter. The
main difference is on the
algorithms utilized

This approach clusters Web
service documents

This approach clusters Web
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service documents
om
Bindingpoint.c
om
Webservice
list.com
Xignite.com

Service
repository

275

15,968
The similarity
integrates all the
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using a weighed sum

Semantic similarity
based on WordNet

Semantic similarity
by evaluating the
Degree of Match
(DoM)

Euclidean distance

Tree-based structure 352
matching

Use of
Similarity
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Clustering approach

Input data

Work
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Cat Swarm Optimization
(CSO)

WSDL
documents
extracted from
OWL-TC4

Kotekar
and
Kamath
[8]

Table 1.
Comparison of related work.
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Data is
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Similarity
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Singh
[6]

Clustering approach
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collection
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3. Clustering process
Clustering of Web services consist of partitioning the set of Web services in the
collection into an appropriate number of clusters based on a similarity measure.
Therefore, services in the same cluster are more similar than the services in the
different clusters [6].
In this section the clustering approach implemented is described. This process
has as input a collection of Web services formatted according to Web Service
Description Language (WSDL). This collection of Web services is processed utilizing specific parsers to extract the most important data of the service description,
which are the method names and input and output parameters. The detailed process
is described in the following subsections (Figure 2).
3.1 Extracting and parsing
Every Web service description includes the definition of the programming
interfaces to be invoked remotely. Figure 3 shows the abstract service interface

Figure 2.
Clustering process of Web services.

Figure 3.
Web service interface definition.
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Semantic
similarity
measure

Description

Approach

Advantage

Lesk [10];
Banerjee and
Pedersen [11]

Address word sense disambiguation
by counting overlaps between
dictionary definitions

Corpus-based
approach

It is not a syntactic
technique, and it is not
dependent on global
information

Wu and
Palmer [12]

Path length to the root node from the Taxonomic-based
least common super-concept of two approach
concepts

Resnik [13]

Evaluate the semantic similarity in a
taxonomy, based on the notion of
information content

It is a hybrid approach It is a semantic
that combines corpus- technique
based statistical
methods with
knowledge-based
taxonomic
information

Jian and
Conrath [14]

It combines a lexical taxonomy
structure with corpus statistical
information

It is a hybrid approach
that combines
taxonomic-based
approach with
corpus-based
approach

Lin [15]

Information content
This measure uses the amount of
measure (corpusinformation needed to state the
based)
commonality between the two
concepts and the information needed
to describe these terms

Hirst Onge
[16]

This measure states that two
lexicalized concepts are semantically
close if their synonyms are
connected by a path that is not too
long, and it is not changing its
direction frequently

Information content
measure that uses
lexical chains as a
context

Leacock and
Chodorow
[17]

This measure finds the shortest path
length between two concepts, and
scales that value by the maximum
path length in the is-A hierarchy in
which they occur

This is an information It is a semantic and
content measure that context-based
technique
adds topical to local
context using a
statistical classifier

It is a syntacticsemantic technique

Based on the tests
reported, this
combined approach
outperforms other
computational models
It is a universally
applicable similarity
measure, independent
of domain or form of
knowledge
representation
It is a semantic and
context-based
technique

Table 2.
Summary of similarity measurements.

definition; from this, the elements extracted for similarity calculation are the name
of the operations and their associated input and output parameters.

4. Semantic similarity measures
Measuring the similarity between two concepts is not a new topic. Throughout
the last decades, many measures of similarity have been reported using different
perspectives: syntactic, semantic, contextual, etc. In this work, we use a set of
semantic similarity measurements based on WordNet.1 Computing similarity
1

https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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between all Web services in the collection is a process executed in pairs. Let W be
the tuple that represents all Web services in the collection as follows:
W ¼ hP; I; Oi

(1)

where P, represents all operation names; I, is the set of input parameters; O, is
the set of output parameters.
In particular, in this work the similarity measures were applied only on the
operation names. Therefore, the similarity calculation takes as input a matrix of all
operation names in the collection of Web services, that is, as follows:
�
�
ðLetÞ P ¼ p1 ; p2 ; p3 ; …; pn
n�
�
o
Input Matrix ¼
pi, qi ∈ P � P; 1 ≤ i ≤ n

(2)
(3)

Eight measures that exploit WordNet database were used to calculate the
semantic similarity between Web service operations. WordNet is a lexical database
available online; it is organized into five categories: nouns, verbs, adjectives,
adverbs, and function words [9]. The utilization of WordNet for semantic similarity
measurements is a good approach in contrast with the traditional syntactic similarity approaches, specifically in the case of service operations, as they normally
include a verb indicating the main functionality of the operation method.
Additionally, an application programming interface (API) that implements a
large collection of semantic similarity measures (140 methods) is available
WNetSSAPI2. A deeper analysis and comparison of similarity measures is out of the
scope of this work. Table 2 shows a summary of the semantic similarity measures
used.
With these measures, all service operations are compared, and a set of eight
matrixes are created with the distances between them. Figure 4 shows an example
of the calculation of the eight similarities with operation names.

Figure 4.
Example of the calculation of semantic similarities.

2

http://wnetss-api.smr-team.org/
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5. Artificial Bee Colony algorithm
The Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm is an optimization technique that
simulates the foraging behavior of honey bees and has been successfully applied to
various practical problems and is a nature-inspired and swarm intelligence method
that has been applied in different scenarios with good results. The ABC algorithm
was proposed in 2005 by Karaboga [18, 19]; accordingly, the collective intelligence
model of the Bee Colony consists of:
a. Employed foragers which are bees assigned (employed) to a particular food
source and are exploiting it. They carry information about the food source,
distance and direction to the nest and the profitability of the source, and are
capable of sharing this information.
b.Unemployed foragers are bees that are continuously searching for food sources.
These unemployed bees are subdivided into scouts, bees that search on the
surrounding environment for new food sources, and onlookers, bees that wait
in the nest.
The ABC algorithm has different modes of behavior:
a. Exploration is the task executed by unemployed bees to find new food sources.
b.Exploitation is the task executed by employed bees on a food source.
c. Recruitment is the action that an unemployed bee executes with forager bees
to exploit a food source.
d.Abandonment of a nectar source occurs when a better food source is found.

Figure 5.
ABC algorithm general workflow.
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An important behavior of employed and onlooker bees is their capacity of sharing
information (memory) to choose and adjust the food source value. This value
depends on the proximity to the nest, the richness or concentration of honey energy
[18]. The exchange of information occurs during the waggle dance at the hive.
Onlooker foragers watch numerous dances at the dancing area and decide to employ
themselves at the most profitable food source. When an onlooker forager recruit
starts searching and locates the food source, then it utilizes its own capability to
memorize the location and starts exploiting it. The onlooker forager becomes an
employed forager. In the ABC algorithm the set of possible solutions represent the
food sources, and the food source value represents the quality of the solution. A
general representation of the ABC workflow algorithm is presented in Figure 5.

6. Hybrid algorithm description
A hybrid algorithm was proposed to make the ABC auto-adjustable during each
iteration to decide the number of clusters by incorporating K-means and a Consensus method. In particular, K-means is used to select the elements inside each generated cluster to decide centroids for similarity calculations. The solution of the
algorithm is represented as a vector of size n (number of Web services to cluster)
where each position of the element in the vector is the group to which it belongs to.
6.1 Objective function
The objective function of this hybrid algorithm is shown in Eq. (4):
C
�
�
Min ∑ d xi ; yi

(4)

i¼1

x ∈ ci
y ∈ ci

where d, distance between centroid of cluster yi and a service xi; yi, centroid of
cluster i; xi: one of the services included in cluster i. No group of services should be
empty, and there should be no intersection between groups.
6.2 Filtering similarities
The first stage of the hybrid algorithm consists of filtering of the eight matrices
that contain the information of similarities between Web services. The filtering
consists of discarding values that exceed the limits allowed and established by the
similarity measures, as a result of this filtering, new matrices are generated with a
degree of 95% certainty in the measurements. Eq. (5) shows the filtering calculation:
σ
σ
X � 1:96 pﬃﬃﬃﬃ ≤ μ ≤ X þ 1:96 pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N
N

(5)

where X, average matrix; 1.96, table value; σ, standard deviation; N, element of
the similarity matrix; μ, average similarity.
6.3 Food source representation
After the filtering process, all obtained data is stored in an average matrix
(food sources) discarding the positions that contain null or zero information; that is,
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the average matrix was calculated considering only those values that were filtered
and accepted as feasible values that contribute with information to the hybrid
algorithm.
6.4 Bee’s representation
Using the average matrix a set of arrays is generated representing the bees and
other important information as the number of groups and centroids. Table 3 shows
the structure of the solution generated.
a. Max group. This hybrid algorithm does not require the user to indicate
how many groups it should generate; the algorithm as it iterates determines
how many groups to generate based on the results obtained on the previous
iteration and applying the Consensus method. Initially, the i-th bee will
generate a random number of groups, based on a discrete uniform distribution
with limits 2 to N/2; in the subsequent iterations of the algorithm, the i-th bee
will produce a random number γ (based on a normal distribution of the
weighted variance of the Max group determined by the colony in the previous
iteration), then a simple rounding will be applied to γ.
b.Centroids. Next, the i-th bee must determine the centroids of the γ groups
involved in the classification. The centroid sub-vector is formed by N integer
elements, where xijk is zero if it is not considered as a centroid for any group,
in case xijk = a implies that the j-th Web service is centroid of the k-th group.
Initially such values are assigned randomly; later by applying Eq. (6), the
values of the sub-vector are obtained:



X0new ¼ round X0i � ϕ X0i � X0s
(6)

where X0new , new vector; X0i , first vector generated by the algorithm; ϕ, aleatory
number between 0 and 1
a. β represents the sum of the similarity between centroids of the groups, while α
is the summation of the similarity between members of each group to the
corresponding centroid. The objective is to minimize β and maximize α
simultaneously.
b.For each bee the assessment function is calculated using f ðxÞ ¼ β1 þ α; the
objective is to obtain the highest f(x) value. During each iteration, the f(x)
value is stored in the solution vector.
c. Normalization is used to determine the quality of the food source found.
Normalization is calculated with ni ¼ ∑Nf ðxfiðÞx Þ . The bee will abandon the food
i¼1

i

source if there is a better food source in the near surrounding.

Groups generated
32,231

Centroids

β

α

Normalization

Assessment

Max group

Limit

32,001

1.068

1.55

0.301

0.36

3

5

Table 3.
Composition of the vector with information of generated groups.
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Figure 6.
ABC algorithm pseudocode.

Figure 7.
Pseudocode of the “Generation of N initial food sources.”

d.Limit is a counter that indicates the number of iterations that the employed
bee has being exploiting the current food source. The employed bee is
obligated to abandon the food source when a g number of iterations is achieved
(Figures 6–8).
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Figure 8.
Pseudocode of “Search for a food source in the neighborhood of i.”

7. Experimentation and results
Experiments were carried out with three service collections, which involved
grouping 50, 647, and 1027 Web services, respectively. For the creation of the
similarity matrices, eight different semantic similarity measures were calculated for
each collection of Web services. The resulting similarity matrices were filtered to
discard values that exceed the allowed limits.
The determination of the parameters used by the algorithm was performed by
brute force, resulting in using 10 and the value of “phi” (φ) set to 0.8; the value of
the limit that makes up each vector from the beginning was established with the
value of 10.
In order to characterize the behavior of the algorithm, 20 executions were made
with 100, 200, and 500 iterations of the algorithm. For each of the executions, the
best value of f(x) found by the bees was determined. Subsequently, a statistical
analysis of the results found was carried out. Table 4 shows the average values of
f(x) for each of the instances with 100, 200, and 500 iterations, respectively.
Based on the results shown in Table 4, it can be affirmed that for the 50 services
instance, the best values are found with 500 iterations, while for the instance of 647
services, the best values are obtained with 100 iterations. Finally, for the instance of
1027, it is obtained with 200 iterations.
Matrix size

100 iterations

200 iterations

500 iterations

f(x)

f(x)

f(x)

50

0.4631

0.5011

0.5169

647

0.4457

0.4152

0.4228

1027

0.4414

0.4782

0.4542

Table 4.
Average results of collections executing 100, 200, and 500 iterations.
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Collection-iterations

Best

Worst

Mean

Variance

Deviation

50–100

0.58936208

0.29274988

0.45901481

0.00593354

0.0770295

50–200

0.54853117

0.44904535

0.50052478

0.00088301

0.02971549

50–500

0.57163535

0.46554965

0.51820976

0.00090081

0.03001343

647–100

0.54947584

0.2153186

0.44401451

0.01027133

0.10134758

647–200

0.54778745

0.20257995

0.40923046

0.01554565

0.12468218

647–500

0.54881541

0.22262872

0.41911288

0.01280278

0.11314939

1027–100

0.55531806

0.27378002

0.44488931

0.00847871

0.09207991

1027–200

0.56846422

0.28919387

0.47529505

0.00772078

0.08786795

1027–500

0.66112025

0.20302145

0.4674717

0.00977301

0.09885856

Table 5.
Summary with the best results of similarity.
Collection-iterations

Best

Worst

Mean

Variance

Deviation

50–100

2

10

4.31578947

6.22105263

2.49420381

50–200

2

4

3

0.89210526

0.94451324

50–500

2

6

3.94736842

2.36578947

1.53811231

647–100

3

49

18.0526316

221.207895

14.8730594

647–200

2

67

18.9473684

305.831579

17.488041

647–500

2

73

23.2105263

426.368421

20.6486905

1027–100

2

110

31.2631579

1066.82895

32.6623475

1027–200

2

69

22.1052632

355.884211

18.8648936

1027–500

2

123

31

1179.21053

34.3396349

Table 6.
Summary with the best results of clusters.

Table 5 shows the results obtained with configurations: the best, worst, average,
variance, and standard deviation of f(x) over the 20 executions of the algorithm
(Table 6).

Figure 9.
Comparison of similarity between the best solutions found with 1027 services.
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Figure 10.
Comparison of the number of groups in the best case for 1027 services.

Figures 9 and 10 show a comparison of results obtained from the algorithm with
100, 200, and 500 iterations of the instance of 1027 services. It can be seen that the
best values of f(x) are produced with 500 iterations; however the result of the
number of groups involved is more stable and better with 200 iterations.

8. Conclusions
This chapter describes a hybrid algorithm for Web services clustering; the
approach is based on the ABC optimization algorithm combined with the K-means
and Consensus. The clustering process starts from the extraction and processing of
WSDL documents, then the calculation of semantic similarities between pairs of
Web services operations. The semantic similarity measurements are based on
WordNet, combining corpus-based and taxonomic approaches. As a result of the
calculations, eight matrices are generated which are the input data set to the hybrid
bio-inspired algorithm.
Biologically inspired algorithms offer advantages over conventional clustering
methods, such as the ability to find a near optimal solution by updating the candidate solutions iteratively and have self-organizing behavior.
The clustering algorithm designed is based on the behavior of the bees but was
improved by incorporating K-means and Consensus so that the algorithm adjusts
itself in each iteration. A series of experiments were conducted with the hybrid ABC
algorithm, using optimal values for each adjustable parameter. The experiments
were carried out with three collections with 50, 647, and 1027 Web services, and the
algorithm was executed with variants of 100, 200, and 500 iterations. The hybrid
ABC algorithm has shown good results for Web services clustering.
As future work, more combinations of semantic similarities, as well as incorporating more information of the description of the services and the data types incorporated in the XML service definitions.
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Also the incorporation of other bio-inspired algorithms (swarm intelligence) for
the classification and clustering of Web services, such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Bat Algorithm (BA), and Bird Swarm Algorithm (BSA).
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Chapter 3

Smart Material Planning
Optimization Problem Analysis
Rich C. Lee and Man-ser Jan

Abstract
Mostly, the concept of smart manufacturing is addressed based upon how to
effectively facilitate the production activities by using the automation equipment;
however, causing the fluctuation of production may frequently root to the uncertain incoming sales orders. These uncertain factors may be influenced by various
economic parameters, such as changes within trade regulations, competitor innovations, and changes within the market. In order to reduce the difference between
the forecasted demand versus actual demand and to minimize risk, these factors
need to be taken into account and be fully investigated. The current widely applied
forecast methods are factory capacity-driven and based on the trend against the
activity history. When the uncertainty comes from the external, then the forecasts
derived from these models cannot provide convincing insights to let the firms make
decisions confidently. Many previous prestigious studies focused on the problemsolving optimization mathematic methods and articulated the causality among
latent factors; few have addressed to a holistic framework that the firms can practice on. This study presents a clear operable step-by-step framework to manage and
cushion the impact from the external uncertain factors. It also introduces three
novel and feasible production planning models with the consideration of the economic parameters. The empirical case was a multi-nation machinery-making firm
who has adopted the proposed framework to optimize the material forecasts pursuing their smart manufacturing goals.
Keywords: material planning, supply chain management, smart manufacturing,
advanced analytics, AI application

1. Introduction
In the pursuit of smart manufacturing, to satisfy the customer needs with quality, responsiveness and cost-effectiveness become the major challenge of nowadays
factories [1]. The market demands are uncertain [2] and prone to be influenced by
the composite effects of the driven forces, including the following: Market saturation: most known potential customers have already had the similar kind of product,
and the new market segments are still not thriving to prove be the promising
revenue fountain [3]. Product innovation: the customers hardly pay more for these
products with slim marginal utility [4]. Product differentiation: most product
features are common with the rivals, and the price-cutting thus becomes the inevitable survival strategy [5]. Rival initiative: in facing the same situation of demand
slump, all rivals are endeavoring to stimulate the demand on their products to gain
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the shrinking profit [6]. Customized features: in the business-to-business (B2B)
model, the purpose-intended design is the key to make the customers’ final product
differentiable to their rivals. While in the business-to-consumer (B2C) market, the
customers are willing to pay more for those personalized products [7].
To effectively fulfill the business model of uncertain sales orders ensuring the
product responsive delivery, the factory must prepare adequate resources, including the material and the workforce in advance. The more prepared resources are in
advance, the more cost will be incurred; thus the revenue shrinks [8]. In the
manufacturing practice, the bill of material (BOM) is an information to keep the
product structural data of materials, such as part numbers, the quantity of need,
and the associated specification [9]. To manage the material requisition, the total
material needed shall be aggregated by the queued sales orders; the minimal quantity of a material is the required product quantities multiply the usage of that
material in the BOM, respectively. The supplier material replenishment schedule
may not be equivalent to one another due to their various conditions of production
and delivery [10]. In most cases, the procurement of material in an economic scale
will impact the production cost. This implies that the factory needs provision more
and in advance for those materials that have greater variability in delivering.
Of those manufacturing automation equipment products, the sales may not
aware of the gaps between the customer’s expectations and the equipment limitations, including the required working environment, the excess inputs, and the
unsynchronized outputs to the next step of productions. The factory product
development team must customize the equipment in order to fit in the customer’s
application. The dilemma is whether the development team just tweaks the design
for this specific case or puts more efforts on triggering the whole engineering
change process to enhance the product features. If the decision is to enhance the
product, that means a new BOM will be created, and some parts must be replaced;
inevitably, the development team will commence a series of rigorous test on this
design change; some tests take time. Consequently, the objective of material planning is to find the appropriate cost-effective solution under the constraints of order
fulfillment and economic scale of the procurement.
The objective of this chapter is to articulate how the firm’s material forecasting
under the uncertain business environment can be improved from both management
and advanced analytics perspectives.

2. Framing the problem
Apparently, it is a challenge to articulate the overall processes in which the
aforementioned uncertainties might occur. Without a comprehensive expression,
the firm cannot effectively collaborate on and make contribution to solve the
problem. Thus, this chapter applied the problem frame analysis framework to
disclose the complexity of the material planning in this smart manufacturing theme.
Through this framework, all task-related participants can elaborate their actions to
improve the forecast within and also look the problems a bigger firm-level picture.
Essentially, the material forecast is an overall optimization in the firm. Such an
optimization requires the synergy of the participants through the analytical models
among tasks.
The problem frame is a method often used in the requirement engineering to
describe a complicated problem’s boundary and analyze the mutual influences
among the problem factors in rigorous mathematic logic expressions [11]. One of
the advantages of applying this method is these mathematic logic expressions can be
easily transformed into the analytical forecast models. But it also brings its major
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disadvantage that the problem frames are not friendly to the business process
improvement. Therefore, this chapter seeks to describe the essential framework of
the material planning problem (Figure 1) in a more intuitive fashion, by using
an expanded “Business Process Model and Notation” (BPMN).
The sales orders usually are not placed at the same time, but in a certain “random” way instead. If the materials take longer time in preparation than the order
requested delivery time, consequently, the requested orders cannot be fulfilled, and
the business responsiveness (one of the essentials of the smart manufacturing) will
be compromised. Therefore, the factory must procure these materials in advance
based on the market forecast. This forecast must be able to reflect the confidence
level on the estimated quantities of the following: (1) Mature products: the firm’s
major revenue source, with a long, steady predictable sales history, usually adopted
by a solid customer base. (2) Adaptive products: these are the extended or
enhanced version of mature products or the long tail ones. (3) Long-tailed products: used by the existing customers for a period of time, but the demand is getting
slim. (4) New products: used as the market penetration tool to explore the niche
market.
Each product type may share common parts (materials) with one another. For
example, if a new product is an enhanced version of the existing mature product, it
will share many common parts with its predecessor. As product versions upgraded,
a long-tailed product line is formed, the common parts usually will gradually
decrease through generations. To keep as many common parts as possible in the
new product design so that the material requisition planning can be further optimized is the key to lower the overstock risk. Nevertheless, in many occasions, the
suppliers may discontinue to supply their legacy materials that will force the firm to
change the design accordingly.
After the material preparation process completes, the inventory should be adequate to support the following procedures, including the production, shipping
products as the sales orders requested, and deploying the products to the customers.
Formula (1) depicts the qtyðiÞsales which is the total requested quantity of a
product aggregated from a group of sales orders; Formula (2) depicts the
qtyðiÞforecast which consists of two parts, namely qtyðiÞmature and qtyðiÞnew ; and
Formula (3) depicts the qtyðiÞtotal which is the overall quantity at that batch. It is
worth noting that the qtyðiÞmature can be either subjectively determined by the
executives or conformed by a series of probabilistic-driven formulae over time.

Figure 1.
Material planning problem frame.
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The material aggregation is to calculate the required quantity for
 each material

in the BOM; this chapter uses the column vector notation of X i ¼ x1⋯p ∈ Pi to
represent the materials that belong to the product Pi . Thus, the total required
material quantities to fulfill the batch is also a column vector of qtyðiÞtotal ∗ X i . Let X si
represents the quantities of these materials in the stock; therefore, the batch
demand of these materials is qtyðiÞtotal ∗ X i � X si . But it is common that the material
p
procurement should be in an economic scale denoted as X i ; the factor often considers the minimal purchase quantity for an order, the strategy of quantity-price
advantage, and the safety quantity in stock. Formula (4) shows the total procured
quantities of the materials in that batch which is a column vector of X ir :
n 

qtyðiÞsales ¼ ∑ orderi, j
j¼1

(1)

qtyðiÞforecast ¼ qtyðiÞmature þ qtyðiÞnew

(2)

qtyðiÞtotal ¼ qtyðiÞsales þ qtyðiÞforecast

p
X ri ¼ min qtyðiÞtotal ∗ X i � X si ; X i

(3)
(4)

Using common parts across the BOMs is a key to manage the risk and costs; this
means, in the simplest case of two products Pi and Pj , the common parts X ij will exist
in the material vectors X i and X j . Either of the qtyðiÞforecast does not occur, and more
qtyð jÞsales arrive or customers cancel orders causing the qtyðiÞsales drops and qtyð jÞforecast
is doing well beyond the expectation, the X ij can be used to support the business. The
worst case is neither sales orders arrive, nor the forecasted market blooms as
expected. The more common parts of X ij have, the more flexible the product will be.
Furthermore, in some cases, the material xi is a substitutable part-set with


priorities, xi ¼ xki ; k ¼ 1⋯m , and usually, the priority implies the material
received order, first-in-first-served (FIFS), or the release versions of parts, which
serves the lower version part first. It will make the material planning more
challenge when those legacy products are still in service at the customers’ sites.

3. Supply chain optimization
In the smart manufacturing theme, the production planning is a multiperiod,
multiproduct problem; the factory makes appropriate schedules based on a scenario
tree containing all possible combinations to build the products optimally under the
resource constraints. Both demand and supply uncertainties are driven by dynamic
stochastic processes. The optimality is to satisfy the minimal resource consumed
and the stochastic uncertainty of changes [12]. When multiple manufacturers at
different sites collaborate to build products, the uncertainty may root from various
external changes, illustrated in Table 1.
This problem can be resolved as multiobjective linear programming functions to
minimize the total costs of supply chain and the total order fulfillment gaps across
the factory sites [13]. However, both aforementioned approaches did not answer the
fundamental question: how to determine the uncertainty of each forecast? This
uncertainty causing the poor performance may be attributed from (1) over- or
underprovisions on the different market demand prospects; (2) planning with the
limited information; (3) misperception of customers’ operating environment; and
(4) quality of decision-making [14]. Therefore, this chapter incorporates the
concepts from the multiobjective method with the consideration of overcoming the
information asymmetry to present a novel approach as follows to tackle the problem.
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Source of
change

Reasons

Workforce size

The suppliers shrank their operation and impacted the replenishment, or the workers went on the
strike

Production rate

Additional or unexpected cost incurred, the suppliers increased their material prices, or the rival
lowered down their market prices

Seasonal
overstocked

Based on the previous experience on business cycle, the firms had overprovisioned their resources
than expected

Back orders

The suppliers canceled the procurement orders owing to their poor capacity planning, or the
customers postponed the purchase plans for business reasons; and these numbers were counted in
the forecast

Regulations

The authorities imposed new regulations that increased the firm additional costs, such as taxation or
the equipment replacement

Extreme
weather

There is no doubt that the extreme weather, including heavy snow, flood, or tsunami, has impacted
the economic growth globally

Table 1.
The uncertain change sources.

The participants in the supply chain can reach the consensus about the market
demand prospects of coming period, if information visibility is improved. This
improved visibility will also relieve the information asymmetry side effect on the
participants’ planning. Fully documented product specifications and well-trained
field engineers will overcome the deployment obstacles at customers’ operating
environment. The consented market demand prospect and the visible information
are the tangible artifacts of the decision-making which is a collaborative process
within the factory’s departments and even with the external participants of the
supply chain. Therefore, the more effective collaboration in improving the quality
of decision-making, the less uncertainty bias shall be incurred.

4. Collaborative decision-making
The objective of conducting the collaborative decision-making process is to
reach the consensus on the scale of the demand forecast in the next period. The
diversity of this collaborative team is essential. The team members should cover the
roles from (1) material planner, to report the current inventory status; (2) procurement, to report the collected forecasts from the suppliers; (3) sales, to present
the products’ front log with their selling confidence levels for each customer,
respectively; (4) channel, to present the products’ front log with their selling
confidence levels for each distributor, respectively; (5) marketing, to disclose the
overall demand from the external professional analysis and the competitor’s recent
launched initiatives; (6) finance, to present the current cash flow status and the
capital capacity of procurement and suggest the forecast quantity based on the
analysis of management accounting; and (7) data analyst, a critical role in the
forecasting under the uncertainty, who designs the analytical process, including
constructing the optimization formulae, collecting and compiling the datasets, disclosing the insight about how and where the inaccuracy of previous forecasts came
from, and, the most importantly, making the prediction closer to the coming business reality.
Figure 2 illustrates this collaborative decision process; after the group decision
reaches the consensus on the material planning, the participants draft a couple of
proposals and submit it to the material planning committee composed of the firm
executives, the decision group participants, and the external industry professionals.
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Figure 2.
Collaborative decision process.

The committee will make the final decision on the material planning. It is worth
noting that the data analyst plays the backbone role facilitating the tasks of other
participants throughout the process.

5. Effective elaboration
To make the aforementioned collaboration more effectively to elaborate the
material planning proposals, this chapter presents a generic form for the group
decision participants to discuss with. Table 2 illustrates a sample form for the
forecasting. The form consists of two portions, the target product and its critical
components.
In this sample form, the product PD portion, which belongs to CA category,
currently has PI units in stock, its last period’s turnover rate (Δout=Δin) is PT, the
maximal can-build quantity is BQ units under current
on hand material
status,
�
�
d
d
previous forecast accuracy rates, calculated by F previous  Factual =F actual , were

AM, AS, AC, AP, and AF, and the forecasted quantities are FM, FS, FC, FP, and FF.
Category/product

Inventory

Turnover

Build/suppler

Accuracy/forecast

Source

CA

PI

PT

BQ

AM

FM

Marketing

MR1

MI1

MT1

MS1

AS

FS

Sales

MR2

MI2

MT2

MS2

AC

FC

Channels

MR3

MI3

MT3

MS3

AP

FP

Suppliers

MR4

MI4

MT4

MS4

AF

FF

Finance

PD

Table 2.
Material forecast sample form.
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The critical components section contains four major parts—MR1⋯4 , inventory levels
are denoted by MI1⋯4 , turnover rates denoted by MT 1⋯4 , and the suppliers of
critical components are denoted by MS1⋯4 respectively. It is worth noting that all
the figures in the form depend on the information capability of firm, especially the
BQ quantity which must be iteratively calculated during the process.
The final agreed decision on the forecast of the product can be systematically
measured by Formula (5). The outer summation adds up the forecast of the five
groups and multiplies by their wi weights, respectively. The inner summation adds
up the group’s forecast decision. Each group has the pi participants, and there is also
a θj weight for every participant’s forecasti, j quantity:
Forecastfinal

#
�
�
¼ ∑ wi ∑ θj ∗ forecasti, j
5

i¼1

"

pi

j¼1

(5)

The reason why previous forecast accuracy rates were excluded from Forecastfinal
is because the participants will adjust their forecast rates accordingly, based on
assigned weights by their group leaders. The purpose of this form is to give a
template for the group discussion; it can help the participants make their forecasts
not relying on the hunches but based on the fact of tangible numbers.

6. Material dynamics
The material readiness is essential to the production, especially for those scarce
and/or valuable ones. There are several reasons causing the material scarcity:
(1) usually these are subcomponents which required the outsourcing, customized
design; (2) those materials are provided by the single source or the oligopoly
market; and (3) the materials are common but essential in many products, and
when these products are hot in the market, these materials become very difficult to
acquire the adequate quantities to support the firm’s production. To prevent the
shortage of materials, reserving and maintaining the materials at some level of
quantities in stock are common measures in practice.
The challenge of making the decision on the quantities of these safe stocks is that
the procurement and the planner must be aware of the supply market’s movements
and take action in a proactive manner at all times. Formula (6) illustrates the
general material acquired function; when qtyneed is a negative value, it means the
reserved stock is no longer able to support the production, and thus the further
procurement is needed. Each material more or less will have waste during the
production; it can be attributed to the poor quality or mishandling by the workers.
The ω% is the additional ratio—can be an average number from the past—to
compensate the production loss. Formula (7) shows the total quantity of use qtyuse
which is the multiplication of the loss and the summation of total p forecast products’ used quantities qtyi in BOMi , respectively:
�
�
qtyneed ¼ qtystock � qtyuse þ qtysafety
p �
�
qtyuse ¼ ð1 þ ω%Þ ∑ qtyi ∗ BOMi
i¼1

qtysafety
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�
�
e ∗ μ order
¼ MA qtyuse ; κ ∗
qtyorder !

(6)
(7)
(8)
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The estimation of qtysafety plays a significant role in the forecast accuracy. If the
safety stock is overestimated, it will incur the additional financial pressure or
discontinues the production due to the shortage of supply if the safetystock is
underestimated. This chapter proposes a generic function: qtysafety ¼ MA qtyuse ; κ ∗ φ%,
it is based on the moving-average of the material in the past κ terms and multiplied
with a given weight for that material. Furthermore, Formula (8) presents more
aggressive idea on the estimation of φ% by applying the Poisson probability
distribution subject to the product orders that use this material [16, 17].

7. Uncertain demand
The “bullwhip effect” is a classic problem in the supply chain management; the
obvious symptom is the overstocking in the whole supply chain. When the market
demand declines not as the forecast expected, it will potentially impose the financial
risk significantly. More overproduced products will push to the distribution channels, and the channels might sacrifice their margin in order to attract the consumers
to buy more until the demand has saturated. Both the product and the material
inventory levels will hike and thus incur the warehouse management cost and the
value depreciation. This symptom will impact more when the optimistic supply
chain tiers are deep. It is simply because the suppliers in each tier might magnify
their forecasts under the asymmetric market demand information [18]. The root
cause of this effect is that the market demand does not always follow the trend
derived from the past. It is very challenging to forecast the demand of the individual
product because the order quantity is slim. But the products in the same category
may share a common component structure in the majority. In the configure-toorder model, let the consumer to optionally select the components from the configuration of the product; the differences among these products can be as simple as just
a few components vary than one another [19]. This implies that the forecast model
can be applied to reduce the inventory overstock and understock risk, as long as the
quantity volatile product demands shares common materials.
The increasing economic disturbance such as the trade barriers has annoyingly
amplified the market demand uncertainty. For instances, recently, the US-China
trade tensions [20] and the Brexit [21] are the perfect examples of this. In order to
assess business potential risk, we must consider the big picture and be aware of
the impact of various economic parameter through the use of PEST analysis:
(1) political harmony, such as shared visions, diplomatic situation, polarization;
(2) economic factors, such as disposable income, interest rate, wealth inequality;
(3) social trend, such as product adoption preferences, living style expectation,
stability of community; and (4) technology novelty, such as the maturity of supply
chain, innovation capability. Certainly, the firm can consider more perspectives
than PEST or apply other perspectives that are more comprehensive to the firm’s
business environment.
This chapter proposes the material planning committee to set the confidence
levels (a sort of weights) on these firm external perspectives to adjust the demand
forecast. The pi is the confidence level of a perspective; as Formula (9) suggests,
pi ⇓ is set when the committee think the forecast is too optimistic; or giving pi ⇑ to
amplify the scale of business otherwise. A new scoring scheme is presented in this
chapter, as illustrated in Formula (10):
pi ∈ R, 0:0 , pi ⇓ , 1:0 , pi ⇑ , 2:0
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"

n

2

n�1 n�i

τð pÞ ¼ ∑ pi þ ∑ ∑
i¼1

i¼1 j¼iþ1

�

pi ∗ pj

#
�

∗ τ�1 ð p ¼ f1:01::n gÞ

(10)

where τð pÞ is the forecast adjustment coefficient, 0:0 , τð pÞ , 2:0. p ¼ f1:01::n g
means the set containing n perspectives, and each pi ¼ 1:0 which is the expected
value of no adjustment to the forecast.

8. Empirical case and discussion
The empirical case is about a global production automation equipment manufacturer. Their flag-fleet products are the Computer Numerical Control (CNC)
category which is widely used in the production to provide more precise, complicated and repeatable control than just manning the equipment. Basically, each CNC
consists of five major components: (1) input, receiving the signals/status from the
controlled equipment via various handshaking interfaces; (2) output, sending a set
of instructions to the equipment to proceed the next action; (3) control, a number
of electrical mechanical units to convert or transform the input signals to the
processor and translate the electrical magnetic signals into the output instruction
set; (4) processor, performing the signal predefined computations accordingly; and
(5) human, providing the interface, usually is through keypad panel, to let worker
interact or intervene with the control process.
8.1 Economic parameter
The empirical case adopted the stock market performance information as their
foundation of setting the peconomic parameter, the most significant weconomic among all
perspectives in the PEST evaluation model. They posit that two stock indices, the
NASDAQ and their major rival/benchmark in China, can reflect their business
trend.
Figure 3 illustrates a sample economic factor parameter analysis against
the stock performance of Nasdaq and the rival’s in 2018. The X-axis is the dates
and Y-axis is the standardized ratios. The stock index changed is Scale ¼
StockClose � StockOpen , and the maximal fluctuated is Mag ¼ Stockhigh � Stocklow . The
standardization is to transform the indices in to the values between 0 and 1 by
applying ½index� minðindexÞ�=½maxðindexÞ � minðindexÞ�.
Formula 11 defines a composite scoring function for the economic factors. The
ΔScorei is the first-order difference of the composite scores; by applying the product
of these difference vectors, Formula 12 derives each si in the evaluation vector S.
The trend, showing both indices are moving toward the same direction, is the
proportion of all positive si in S illustrated in Formula 13. Choosing the appropriate
stock indices by the data analyst to reflect the current sector’s business state will
determine the usefulness of this trend function. Formula 14 introduces the matrix
cosine similarity method to facilitate this choosing process, especially in targeting
the appropriate rivals in the volatile stock market. The committee can reference
these figures to determine the comfortable peconomic to fit in the group decision
model:
Scorei ¼
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Figure 3.
A sample economic factor parameter analysis.

S¼

2
Y
i¼1

Trend ¼

ðΔScorei Þ, si ∈ S

(12)

countðS; ∀si ≥ 0Þ
countðSÞ

(13)

Similarity ¼ 1 �
8.2 Material requisition models

ScoreTi ∗ Scorej
�
�
kScorei k ∗ �Scorej �

(14)

8.2.1 Fixed input
The proposed fixed input material requisition model (Figure 5) makes the
following assumptions (1) suppose the sample material fulfillment lead time takes
three terms (usually in weeks); (2) suppose the sample material economic scale of
supply is 1000 units; (3) the predicted loss ratio is set on 5% of each procurement
quantity; (4) when the inventory is below the safety stock, an economic scale
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purchase will be made; (5) when the inventory is short to fill the order, a purchase
of the lead time multiply the economic scale will be made (3000 units in this
model); and (6) the supplier will deliver the sample material after the lead time of
the purchase.
In Figure 4, the sales orders related to this sample material have shown the
demand, with the star markers, slumped from the expected 1000 units down to
near 750. The triangle markers represent the purchases, and the round markers are
the remained inventory. The green circle represents the stock on hand at the end of
the forecast period. With the exception of the last circle (leftover stock), they
coincide with every purchase made (triangle). By applying this model, the production may stop because of the material shortage; finding the sufficient safety stock
quantity is a challenge to prevent the disruption of production:


params ¼ qtyorder ; qtySafety ; qtyeconomic ; timelead ; qtyloss
risksafety , stopsafety ¼ Modelð paramsÞ

(15)
(16)

This chapter applies the iterative method by changing the qtySafety , illustrated in
Formula 16, and evaluating the return values. The risksafety is the occurrences when
inventory is below the qtySafety , and the stopsafety is how many times that the product
has stopped. The model function Modelð paramsÞ behavior depends on the settings
of the given qtyorder , qtyeconomic , timelead , qtyloss , and the variable qtySafety . In the
sample material case, the minimal qtySafety to prevent the disruption of product is
1000 units (coincidently matched with the qtyeconomic ). It is worth noting that if the
qtyeconomic is underestimated, the production disruptions are inevitable in this fixed
input model.
8.2.2 Variable input
An enhanced variable input of the material requisition model is illustrated in
Figure 5. It has the same configuration as the fixed input, but (1) suppose the
sample material economic scale of supply is per 1000-unit; (2) when the inventory
is below the safety stock; an economic scale purchase will be made; (3) when the
inventory is short to fill the order; a purchase of the lead time multiply the economic
scale will be made; and (4) each purchased quantity will be based on the moving
average of the quantities of the previous lead time of the orders, illustrated in

Figure 4.
Sample material fixed input requisition model.
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Figure 5.
Sample material variable input requisition model.

Figure 6.
Sample material trend variable input requisition model.

Formula 17. When qtySafety is adequate, the purchase quantities are high, but the
frequency is less; however, the production disruption will never occur in this variable input model.
�
�
qtypurchase ¼ MA qtyuse ; κ ∗ timelead

(17)

8.2.3 Trend variable input

The final proposed model, illustrated in Figure 6, is based on the aforementioned variable input, but each purchased quantity will consider the trend about the
previous lead time of qtyorder . The simplest form of the trend function is shown in
Formula 18, taking the MAð1Þ first-order derivative, and if the trend is positive
(demand increasing), the purchase will plus one additional average quantity; if the
trend is otherwise, the purchase will lessen one additional average quantity instead.
Comparing this model with the aforementioned variable input, the inventory levels
are constantly lower, and it implies the risk is also less in the case the demand drops
drastically. For the long-term observed material, the trend can be estimated by a
proper probability distribution or the decision of PEST:
�
�
� h
�
� �i
qtypurchase ¼ MA qtyuse ; κ ∗ timelead þ Trend MAð1Þ qtyuse ; κ
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9. Conclusion
The customers buying preferences stimulate and inspire a new way of
manufacturing. It has been a trend that the manufacturers are heading toward their
ultimate goals of smart manufacturing. Many firms put the equipment automation
as the first step of their smart manufacturing initiatives. But soon they found out
that the current business challenge is on the uncertain market demand rather than
just focusing on the operation automation. In addition, the smart manufacturing
initiative is a sort of business reengineering process; it requires all participants to be
aware in the problems in a holistic view. This is where this chapter would like to
address.
In the smart manufacturing theme, the material planning is a challenging task
under the uncertain demand environment. The task is not just the responsibility of
the planner nor the data analyst but the synergy of all related participants. This
chapter presents three material requisition models, for those materials having short
lead times or being able to apply the pull model (vendor managed inventory, VMI),
the fixed input model is adequate enough; for those materials having the same trend
for a period of time, the variable input model can compensate the trend difference
and prevent the excessive purchase; and for those volatile demand materials, the
trend variable input model has the lowest inventory level than the others.
Finally, all proposed modes treat the loss ratio ω% as constant for easy to
explain, and this ratio should be measured from the production. To manufacture
smarter products nowadays, to create a healthy collaborative culture within the
firm is above all to enhance the competence of data analysis, and to improve the
information systems is the cornerstone of survival and the business success as well.
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Chapter 4

A Deep Learning-Based Aesthetic
Surgery Recommendation System
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Abstract
We propose in this chapter a deep learning-based recommendation system for aesthetic surgery, composing of a mobile application and a deep learning model. The deep
learning model built based on the dataset of before- and after-surgery facial images
can estimate the probability of the perfection of some parts of a face. In this study, we
focus on the most two popular treatments: rejuvenation treatment and eye double-fold
surgery. It is assumed that the outcomes of our history surgeries are perfect. Firstly a
convolutional autoencoder is trained by eye images before and after surgery captured
from various angles. The trained encoder is utilized to extract learned generic eye
features. Secondly, the encoder is further trained by pairs of image samples, captured
before and after surgery, to predict the probability of perfection, so-called perfection
score. Based on this score, the system would suggest whether some sorts of specific
aesthetic surgeries should be performed. We preliminarily achieve 88.9 and 93.1%
accuracy on rejuvenation treatment and eye double-fold surgery, respectively.
Keywords: aesthetic surgery, rejuvenation treatment, eye double-fold surgery,
recommendation system, convolutional neural network, autoencoder

1. Introduction
Plastic surgery is a surgical specialty relating to restoration, reconstruction, or
alteration of the human body. There are two major categories: (1) reconstructive
surgery and (2) aesthetic or cosmetic surgery. The former is intended to correct
dysfunctional areas of the body and is reconstructive in nature. Examples of this
kind include breast reconstruction, burn repair surgery, congenital defect repair,
lower extremity reconstruction, hand surgery, scar revision surgery, etc. The latter
focuses on enhancing the appearance of the patient. Improving aesthetic appeal,
symmetry, and proportion are among the key goals. The scope of aesthetic surgery
procedures includes breast enhancement, facial contouring, facial rejuvenation,
body contouring, skin rejuvenation, etc. The scope of this chapter restricts to the
latter, aesthetic surgery.
In aesthetic surgery, the treated areas function properly; it is optional based on
the willingness of the patient who cares about their beauty. The sense of beauty also
varies from geographical areas and sometimes follows either local or global fashion
trends. Therefore, the consultation in aesthetic surgery of experienced doctors
is extremely important. The severe problem of population aging in developed
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countries leads to the shortage of high-skill labors in almost all industrial sectors.
Thus this chapter proposes a deep learning-based aesthetic surgery recommendation system, aiming at keeping the valuable know-how of experienced doctors to
consult the patient in aesthetic surgery. Moreover, the continuous learning capability of the AI model also facilitates the self-update of the newly fashionable knowhow in this field, given a set of rich training data.
Although aesthetic surgery can be performed on all areas of the head, neck,
and body, our focused areas in this chapter are the facial area. We take the most
popular treatments for facial areas, rejuvenation, and eye double-fold surgery into
consideration. In order to build a deep learning system which is capable of predicting the perfection of aesthetic surgery, we collect an in-house training dataset
composing of pairs of images capturing the eye area of the same person before and
after aesthetic surgery. It is assumed that the beauty of facial areas after surgery is
perfect, that is, the know-how of an aesthetic surgeon is embedded into these pairs
of images.
In order to keep the know-how of experienced aesthetic surgeon, we propose to
train a deep neural network by these pairs of images in our in-house dataset. Among
various kinds of neural network architectures, proposed in the literature, convolutional neural networks (CNN) have been demonstrating outstanding performance
in image recognition [1]. This was the first time a large and deep CNN—AlexNet
model—achieved record-breaking results on highly challenging image recognition
dataset with a margin of more than 10% with respect to the second best which
makes use of handcrafted features. Even though the performance of AlexNet is still
far from the inferotemporal pathway of the human visual system, it created the way
of success for successor models such as Inception [2], VGG [3], and Resnet [4]. The
convolutional layers learn from data to extract a rich set of features for a variety of
purposes such as image classification and recognition [4], visual tracking [5], face
recognition [6], object detection [7], person reidentification [8], etc. The power
of CNN is enabled by the learning mechanism in which weights of convolutional
filters are adjusted toward the adaption to the labels. The generalization of CNN is
guaranteed by the availability of a huge dataset to produce an outstanding performance on unseen data.
However, our in-house dataset is not huge enough to guarantee the generalization of CNN for this task. Therefore, we propose to use convolutional autoencoder
neural networks to overcome the limitation of our small dataset. The network is
firstly trained in a layer-wise mechanism to reconstruct input images in the output
layer. This training mechanism is completely unsupervised. After the convolutional
autoencoder neural network is trained, the decoder part is truncated. Only the
encoder part is kept and is concatenated with fully connected layers. The whole
network will be trained by images and their labels, before and after surgery. The
weights of the encoder parts are kept intact because the encoder parts have already
learned the key features of the training image set. As a result, our proposed model is
able to achieve 88.9 and 93.1% accuracy on rejuvenation treatment and eye doublefold surgery, respectively.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our contribution to the backdrop of related work. The proposed method is presented in detail in
Section 3. Finally, we conclude the chapter and delineate future work in Section 4.

2. Related work
The number of aesthetic surgery, particularly for facial areas, has been recently
drastically surged. This trend even could spread further in the next few years
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due to lowering the average cost of such treatments and the desire of beautification. Numerous research works have been proposed in the literature, especially
in the computer vision community to address the challenges posed by aesthetic
surgery. These research works are generally broken into three categories, namely,
skin quality inspection, face recognition after surgery, and surgery planning and
recommendation.
Aesthetic surgery in facial areas to correct facial feature anomaly and to improve
the beauty, in general, alters the original facial information. It poses a significant
challenge for face recognition algorithms. Majority of proposed methods in the
literature focused on the advances of handcraft features. Richa et al. [9] have investigated the effects of aesthetic surgery to face recognition. Amal et al. [10] proposed
a face recognition system based on LBP and GIST descriptor to address this problem. Maria et al. [11] combine two methods, face recognition against occlusions and
expression variations (FARO) [12] and face analysis for commercial entities (FACE)
[13] with split face architecture to deal with the effects of plastic surgery to process
each face region as separate biometrics. For a comprehensive survey of face recognition algorithms against variations due to aesthetic surgery, please refer to [14].
Skin quality inspection and assessment is also a potential application of computer vision and deep learning methods. By assessing skin quality, it is able to help
the aesthetic surgeon to recommend certain kinds of operation to enhance the
beauty of the face. Surface roughness, wrinkle depth, volume, and epidermal thickness of the skin are quantitatively computed by applying deep learning method to
images captured by optical coherence tomography [15]. The facial skin is classified
into facial skin patches, namely, normal, spots, and wrinkles, by using convolutional neural networks [16]. Batool and Chellappa [17] proposed a method to model
wrinkles as texture features or curvilinear objects, so-called aging skin texture,
for facial aging analysis. They reviewed commonly used image features to capture
the intensity gradients caused by facial wrinkles, such as Laplacian of Gaussian,
Hessian filter, steerable filter bank, Gabor filter bank, active appearance model, and
local binary patterns.
In the last category of aesthetic surgery planning and recommendation, facial
beauty prediction is the first step to assess whether or not a face should perform an
aesthetic surgery. Yikui et al. [18] described BeautyNet in which multiscale CNN is
employed to obtain deep features, characterizing the facial beauty, and is combined
with transfer learning strategy to alleviate overfitting and to achieve robust performance on unconstrained faces. Lu et al. [19] transferred rich deep features from
a pretrained VGG16 model on face verification task to Bayesian ridge regression
algorithms for predicting facial beauty.
Going beyond the facial beauty prediction, Arakawa and Nomoto [20] removed
wrinkles and spots while preserving natural skin roughness by using a bank of
nonlinear filters for facial beautification. Eighty-four facial landmark points are
represented in a vector of 234 normalized lengths to compare with vectors of
beautiful faces to suggest how to warp the triangulation of the original face to the
beautiful ones [21]. Bottino et al. [22] presented a quantitative approach to automatically recommend effective patient-specific improvements of facial attractiveness by comparing the face of the patient with a large database of attractive faces.
Simulations are performed by applying features of similar attractive faces into the
patient faces with a suitable morphing of facial shape.
Our research differs from the above-related works in two senses. Firstly, a
convolutional autoencoder is employed to learn rich features and characterize
both unattractive and beautiful faces in an unsupervised manner, rather than
under supervised learning [18, 19]. The learned features are more discriminative
than handcrafted features [9–13, 15–17]. Secondly, the proposed deep learning
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framework facilitates a holistic approach to identify what kinds of facial treatment
should be performed to enhance the attractiveness, rather than predicting beauty
score [20–22].

3. Method
The method is divided into two main steps, namely, train feature extractor and
train classification model as shown in Figure 1. The dataset is first utilized to train
the feature extraction model based on convolutional autoencoder. In this step, the
convolutional autoencoder is trained in order to learn to encode the input in a set
of images and then tries to reconstruct the input from them. Thus, it can learn the
feature of the input data by minimizing the reconstruction error. Then we extract
the encoder and use it as the feature extractor.
Figure 2 illustrates the method of training feature extractor. From the first step,
the model is trained only to learn filters able to extract feature that can be used
to reconstruct the input. These filters in the encoder then are extracted and then
utilized as the feature extraction for the classification model which is a fully connected layer.
3.1 Feature extractor
Autoencoders are well-known unsupervised learning algorithm whose original
purpose is to find latent lower-dimensional state spaces of datasets, but they are
also capable of solving other problems, such as image denoising, enhancement,
or colorization. The main idea behind autoencoders is to reduce the input into
a latent state space with lower dimensions and then try to reconstruct the input
from this representation. Thus the autoencoder uses its input as the reference of
the output in the learning phase. The two parts are called encoder and decoder,
respectively. By reducing the number of variables which represent the data, we
force the model to learn how to keep only meaningful information, from which
the input is reconstructable. It can also be viewed as a compression technique as
shown in Figure 2.
A conventional autoencoder is composed of two layers, corresponding to the
encoder fw(.) and decode gv(.). It aims to find a code for each input that minimizes
the difference between input, xi, and output, gu(fW(xi)), over all samples [23]:
n

2
1
min __
n ∑ ‖gu( fW(x i)) − x i‖ ,
W,U

i=1

2

(1)

In the fully connected autoencoder,
fW(x) = σ(Wx) ≡ h
gU(h)= σ(Uh)

(2)

where x and h are vectors, W is the learn weights, and σ is the activation function. After learning, the embedded vector h is a unique representation for input. In
our application, the convolutional autoencoders (CAE) are defined as
fW(x) = σ(x ∗ W) ≡ h
gU(h) = σ(h ∗ U)

(3)

where x and h are the matrix or tensor and “*” is the convolutional operator.
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Figure 1.
Flowchart of the method.

Figure 2.
Method of training the feature extractor.

We propose the CAE-based feature extraction method that learns the generic
feature of the face. The encoder serves as the feature extractor that encodes the
image into vector h that represent the image of the facial part, for example, the eyes.
In Table 1, the several model structures that we use in our experiment were shown.
We tried four models. The differences between the four models are the number of layers
and dimension of the embedded vector. The number of layers in autoencoders vary
between 3 and 4 layers, while the dimensions of the embedded vector are 32 and 64.
3.2 Perfection prediction system
After training the autoencoder, it will serve as the feature extractor as shown in
Figure 2. In this step, we apply the transfer learning method to transfer the welllearned filters for facial part feature extraction. We try two different lengths of the
embedding vector, say, 32 and 64, as shown in Table 1. We also try both to freeze
and to retrain the extractor.
This model predicts the probability of perfection; the output range of the model
is a one-dimensional vector with the interval of [0–1] that reflects the probability of
perfection. The probability of perfection is defined as follows:
• If the face is perfect (no surgery is needed), the probability is 1.
• If the face is not perfect (surgery is needed to be performed), the probability is 0.
However, in a real situation, we cannot obtain a big dataset of the perfect/nonperfect face. Thus, we assume that the outcome of surgery is perfect (value is 1) and
the original face is not perfect (value is 0).
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conv: convolution. conv*: convolution and max-pooling with filter size (2.2). deconv: transposed convolution. deconv*:
(2.2) upsampling with transposed convolution.

Table 1.
Autoencoder model and classification model.

4. Experiment
4.1 Dataset preparation
In the dataset, the total number of images of rejuvenation treatment and eye
double-fold surgery are 5585 and 36,598 pairs of the images, respectively. The data
is filtered to select a good image for training. Some errors in the images are not well
aligned, only one eye, etc. The reject rates are 82.15 and 59.92%, respectively.
The image was crop around the eye area. Then the data is divided into 70, 15,
and 15% for training, validation, and testing, respectively.
As mentioned earlier, the output of the model is the probability of perfection.
Hence, our training data include the image of before and after surgery as shown in
Figure 3.
4.2 Prediction accuracy
We chose a thresholding value for the prediction model. If the predicted value
is higher than the thresholding value, the face is predicted to be perfect. From
that, we obtain accuracy of the different models as shown in Tables 2 and 3. We
have two schemes of training in which the feature extractors are freezed (not
training together with the classification model) and trainable, resulting in eight
models in these two tables. When the feature extractor is freezed, we believe
that it has already captured universal features such as edge and curves which is
relevant to our tasks. Therefore, we want to keep the weights of the feature extract
intact. However, in the second training scheme, we apply different learning rates
for the feature extractor and the fully connected layers. The learning rate of the
feature extractor is much smaller than that of the fully connected layer because
we believe that the weights of the feature extractor is good enough for our tasks
and we do not want to distort them too quickly and too much during the training
of the classification model.
These above training schemes are the best common practices when finetuning deep neural networks. We tried both of them, resulting in the following. The best model for double-fold surgery and rejuvenation treatment are
Models 1 and 8 (see Tables 2 and 3 for more details), with accuracy on the test
dataset of 93.1 and 88.9%, respectively. Model 1 is the model when the encoder
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Figure 3.
Example of original and outcome of surgery.

Table 2.
Testing accuracy for eye double-fold surgery.

Table 3.
Testing accuracy for rejuvenation treatment.

was freezed. However, in Model 8, the encoder was retrained. However, the
accuracy differences between the best model and the second best model are less
than 1%.

5. Conclusion
We have presented in this chapter an interesting application of deep learning
in aesthetic surgery recommendation along with its encouraging results. By using
our system, the presented deep learning engine will provide a reference decision
of taking either rejuvenation treatment or eye double-fold surgery or not to both
the surgeon and the patient, just based on the eye photo of the patient. To this
end, we trained a deep autoencoder by our in-house dataset, composing of pairs of
images captured before and after the surgery. The trained encoder part learned in
an unsupervised manner, a rich set of features, characterized both unattractive and
beautiful facial features. We concatenate the trained encoder part to a fully connected layer to predict perfection score of an eye photo of a patient, based on which
a decision of taking treatment or not will be made.
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Even though our preliminary results are promising with 88.9 and 93.1% accuracy
on rejuvenation treatment and eye double-fold surgery, respectively, it still has
much rooms for improvement. Firstly, we should improve the dimension of our
in-house dataset by encouraging more patients to participate in our program, so
that we are able to build a deeper network. More and more layers are added; richer
and richer learned features are obtained to improve the accuracy of our system.
Secondly, we are going to expand the capability of our system to deal with more
kinds of treatments to diversify and provide the best services to our clients, rather
than focusing on the two above treatment and surgery.
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Chapter 5

An Assessment of the Prediction
Quality of VPIN
Antoine Bambade and Kesheng Wu

Abstract
VPIN is a tool designed to predict extreme events like flash crashes. Some
concerns have been raised about its reliability. In this chapter we assess VPIN
prediction quality (precision and recall rates) of extreme volatility events including
its sensitivity to the starting point of computation in a given data set. We benchmark the results with the ones of a “naive classifier.” The test data used in this study
contains 5.6 year’s worth of trading data of the five most liquid futures contracts of
this time period. We found that VPIN has poor “flash crash” prediction power with
the traditional 0.99 decision threshold. Increasing the decision threshold does not
significantly improve overall prediction quality. Nevertheless we found VPIN has a
more interesting predictive power for flash events of lower amplitude. Finally, we
found that, for practice, the last bar price structure is the least sensitive to the
starting point of computation.
Keywords: high-frequency data, probability of informed trading, VPIN, liquidity,
flow toxicity, volume imbalance, flash crash
JEL codes: C02, D52, D53, G14, G23

1. Introduction
1.1 Main study purpose
Easley et al. [1] designed a tool, nicknamed volume-synchronized probability of
informed trading (VPIN), with the aim to predict flash crashes. It appeared it could
predict the “flash crash” of May 6, 2010, a few hours before it happened [2]. A lot of
papers were published [3–5], and it was proposed to use it for regulation through a
VPIN contract [2, 6]. However, critics pointed out some flaws, questioning its
reliability [7–11] but without providing a quantitative evaluation of the prediction
quality (e.g., in terms of precision and recall rates). In this study, we design a
framework to detect flash crashes and thereby assess the behavior of the VPIN tool
enabling as well as comparing and benchmarking with other predictive algorithms.
1.2 Motivation
The amount of trading data has exploded in finance thanks to the continuing
progress of high-frequency techniques. It constrains practitioners to use more and
more state-of-the-art algorithms to deal with this overwhelming amount of
information. Computers and algorithms are more and more efficient, but still
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decision-making is highly dependent on both the quantity and the quality of
information. Thus, errors and speculations that can make the financial market toxic,
i.e., conducive to crashes, are possible. Examples in the past, such as the “flash
crash” of May 6, 2010, have shown that this new paradigm in finance has made it
possible to introduce a new kind of crashes characterized by their suddenness. Such
quick crashes seem dangerous because of a kind of inherent unpredictability.
However, predictive models to model this new framework do exist.
1.3 Model
Easley et al. [12] designed a model of the high-frequency financial market based
on flows of informed and uninformed traders. They showed that information is a
key parameter of the spread between ask and bid of prices. The model works as
follows. Each day, general conditions and circumstances may or may not result in
events that can help predict the evolution of the price of a future. More precisely,
for each day, nature decides whether or not there is an event that can help predict
the evolution of the price of a future. This is modeled with a Bernoulli law of
parameter α. If an event occurs, nature also decides with a Bernoulli law of parameter δ if this event is a low signal. With these conditions, buys and sells for this
future come then from flows of informed and uninformed traders. They are
modeled by Poisson processes of respective parameters μ and ϵ. This framework can
be summarized by the following tree in Figure 1 [13].
The whole trading process studied is thus a mixture of Poisson processes. It
enabled authors to compute ask and bid and then the spread. They showed that for
reasonable cases the spread is linearly linked with the following probability they
named probability of informed trading (PIN) [12]:
PIN ¼

αμ
:
αμ þ 2ϵ

(1)

Later, Easley et al. [2] designed a new framework to easily compute this probability. Indeed PIN numbers come from a parametrized framework, and one does not
have access to all these parameters. They showed however that PIN can be well
approximated through a volume-clock paradigm [14], thanks to data of futures

Figure 1.
A tree summarizing the trading process.
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with a new formula. The approximated version of PIN was then called the
volume-synchronized probability of informed trading (VPIN). It appeared that this
new tool could predict the “flash crash” of May 6, 2010, a few hours before it
happened [2].
Nevertheless, the model has received a lot of critics. For example, Andersen and
Bondarenko have shown [7] that VPIN is quite sensitive to the starting point of
when one starts computing VPIN on a data set. It indeed questions VPIN prediction
quality. Moreover, they have also shown that VPIN is sensitive to other parameters,
such as the trade classification rule used [8] or how one defines the average daily
volume of trades [9]. Changing the classification rule may drastically change VPIN
behavior [9]. Pöppe et al. have reached the same conclusions with a different
approach. Using a different classification rule can change VPIN prediction power
toward a crash (in their paper a German blue-chip stock [11]). Besides, controlling
ex ante parameters seems to give poorer prediction quality [8, 9]. This point has also
been checked by Abad et al. [10]. Controlling ex ante realized volatility, and trading
intensity, as did Andersen and Bondarenko [9], prediction quality seems to vanish.
More deeply, they have also underlined that it is not obvious how one should define
a VPIN prediction, analyzing more precisely toxic and nontoxic halts, as well as
toxic events. Furthermore, Torben G. Andersen and Oleg Bondarenko interpret
VPIN as being too sensitive to trading intensity. They have also explained that VPIN
metric is sometimes unexpectedly correlated with other usual ones (such as VIX or
RV) [7, 8]. More recently, it has been shown theoretically that the volume-clock
paradigm of VPIN framework does not enable to really approximate fully the PIN
value, although the proposed formula is close [15, 16].
More generally, all these critics have pointed out that:
• First, it is not obvious how one should use VPIN.
• Second, prediction quality has not been studied sufficiently to assess it as being
reliable.
• Third, the study lacks objective benchmark.
1.4 Goal
The purpose of this chapter is to quantify the prediction quality of VPIN in order
to enable practitioners to assess whether or not it can be used in the real world (e.g.,
for trading or regulation). That’s why:
• First, we want to design a proper framework to compute precision and recall
rates as well as prediction length of VPIN. This will be possible by providing a
formal definition of flash crashes. To be more precise, we will use the
maximum of intermediate return (MIR) [5] to define it.
• Second, we want to study through this framework how sensitive VPIN is to the
starting point of the data set.
1.5 Plan
In the following, we first recall VPIN model and propose a definition for flash
crashes (Section 2). Second, we assess within this framework VPIN prediction
quality (Section 3). Finally, we assess VPIN sensitivity to the starting point of the
data set (Section 4).
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2. VPIN software and formal flash crash definition
In this section, we first recall the VPIN model. Second, we propose a definition
of flash crashes used to compute precision and recall rates. Finally, we present the
data used in our tests.
2.1 VPIN software
Easley et al. [12] designed a model of the high-frequency financial market based
on informed and uninformed traders. It is then possible to compute a probability of
informed trading (PIN). Easley et al. [1] use these results and define an easy way to
compute PIN only through the data of trades. We describe briefly VPIN model used
in previous literature. The theoretic study of the model is treated in another
research study.
2.1.1 Bars
Following Easley et al. [1], a bar is a fixed volume of trades that are successive
in time. With such a definition, one can associate the following quantities with
each bar:
• A nominal price, computed according to a given technique (mean price,
median price, closing price, opening price, etc.)
• A nominal time (first trade time, last trade time)
• Local maximum and minimum values of trades
In practice, the last few trades that do not fill up a bar are dropped to the
next bar.
2.1.2 Bulk volume classification
The computation of VPIN requires to determine directions of trades, i.e., classifying each trade as a buy or a sell. The method used here is the following: bulk
volume classification (BVC) [1, 5]. Let us note V b the volume of a bar and j the label
of bar number j (j>0) and Pj its price (closing, opening, median, mean). Then the
number of buys V bj within bar j is determined according to this formula:
V bj



Pj � Pj�1
¼ VbZ
σ

(2)

where Z is the cumulative function of a given law (usually student or normal
distribution) and σ is the standard deviation of the numerator on successive
number of bars. In our test, σ is computed once on all successive values of the data
set, and the student law is of parameter one. Within bar j the number of sells V sj is
obviously



Pj � Pj�1
V sj ¼ V b 1 � Z
σ
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2.1.3 Buckets
A bucket is defined to be a fixed number of successive trades. Here to simplify,
as bars are defined also as a fixed number of trades, a bucket will be m successive
bars. Let us note V bucket the fixed volume of a bucket. We naturally have
V bucket ¼ mV b .
2.1.4 VPIN formula
VPIN formula is computed on n successive buckets, where n is VPIN support. A
buffer is defined as n successive buckets. Here is VPIN formula, approximating (1)
upon bucket number j (j ≥ n):
j

VPIN j ¼

∑i¼j�nþ1 ∣V bbucket, i � V sbucket, i ∣
nV bucket

(4)

For a given bucket i:
• V sbucket, i ¼ ∑j ∈ bucketi V sj
• V bbucket, i ¼ ∑j ∈ bucketi V bj
In order to distribute all VPIN values between 0 and 1, in practice, VPIN is
normalized through a normal law. We thus consider VPIN normalized in the following:
2.1.5 VPIN event
A VPIN event is declared when the following occurs:
VPIN normalized ≥ θVPIN

(5)

where θVPIN is a given decision threshold. In practice [5] θVPIN ¼ 0:99.
2.2 Defining flash crashes with MIR
2.2.1 Formal definition
 
Let pt t be a time series (e.g., of prices). Here is the definition of MIR:
MIRt, η ¼ maxi6¼j, i, j ∈ ½t;tþη�

∣pi � pj ∣
pi

(6)

A flash crash will depend on two things here:
• The amplitude of the crash, which means extreme MIR values (e.g., 10%)
• The shortness of the fall, which means the shortness of the time window within
η that computes MIRt, η (e.g., 10 minutes), more precisely, noting
i ∗ , j ∗ ¼ argmaxi6¼j, i, j ∈ ½t;tþη�
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2.2.2 Empiric definition
We reported in this data set only one flash crash, i.e., on May 6, 2010, which
lasted approximately 10 minutes according to media and financial institutions. Our
definition of flash crash will obviously take into account this event.
2.3 The data
2.3.1 Futures used
In this work, we use a comprehensive set of liquid futures trading data to
illustrate the techniques to be introduced. More specifically, we will use 67 months’
worth of tick data of the five most liquid futures traded on all asset classes. The data
comes to us in the form of 5 CSV files, one for each futures contract traded. The
source of our data is TickWrite, a data vendor that normalizes the data into a
common structure after acquiring it directly from the relevant exchanges. The total
size of the comma-separated value (CSV) files is about 45.1 GB. They contain about
millions of trades spanning from the beginning of January 2007 to the end of July
2012. The data set contains five of the most heavily traded futures contracts. Each
has more than 100 million trades during this 67-month period. The most heavily
traded futures, the file containing E-mini SP500 futures, symbol ES, has about 500
million trades involving a total number of about 3 billion contracts. The second
most heavily traded futures is Euro exchange rates, symbol EC, which is 188 million
trades. The next three are Nasdaq 100 (NQ), 173 million trades; light crude oil (CL),
165 million trades; and E-mini Dow Jones (YM), 110 million trades. In Figure 2, one
can see an evolution of prices with time (here each tick corresponds to a bucket).
2.3.2 Definition of flash crash
We want to define empirically a flash crash using the tools of VPIN framework,
namely, bars and buckets. As volume-clock paradigm does not allow to control
filling times of fixed volume of trades, here below is a summary of the steps we have
followed to manage to detect flash crashes using MIR. As it is quite long and the
main purpose of study is the prediction of results of the following section, we
present principles and do not go into technical details:

Figure 2.
Bucket S&P 500 values with time.
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• To be sure not to miss a flash crash because of being too long in time bar or
bucket, we have chosen a reasonable granularity level as in [5] (buckets per
day, 200, and bars per bucket, 30).
• For each financial instrument, we have recorded the number of bars necessary
to capture the local 10 minutes of maximum fall of May 6, 2010, known as the
“flash crash”; we refer to these numbers as “window lengths” below.
• As the window lengths defined above do not have a stable distribution in time
(because of the volume-clock paradigm), we have arbitrarily filtered out all
events in which the time difference between minimum and maximum within a
window length is longer than 20 minutes, in order to capture only quick
events. Indeed, one given window length may be too big and thus allow at
some date to measure a time difference between local minimum and maximum
which is longer than 10 minutes whereas it would be a true flash crash with a
smaller window length.1
• For each instrument we recorded the amplitude of the “flash crash” and their
respective MIR values.
The results made it possible to classify the five financial instruments into two
groups:
• Data sets where the “flash crash” and other flash crashes are significantly
present: ES, NQ , and YM.
• Data sets where the “flash crash” and other flash crashes are not really present.
More precisely, the “flash crash” is not a rare event in the data set, and
generally magnitude levels of flash crashes are low compared to other
instruments.

3. Assessing VPIN prediction quality
In this section, first we present our methodology to find VPIN optimal prediction quality (for which recall and precision rates are maximal and more useful for
practice). Second, we present all the results: best parameters, associated remarks,
and prediction lengths.
3.1 Methodology
3.1.1 Parameters to test
Here are the parameters we will test:
1

This is not perfect because we can still miss some crashes (whereas in this data set, it will not be that

much, and it will be with a smaller probability), but first we do not want to change too much the
definition in time of a flash crash (we will not increase the tolerance level to 1 day), and second this
problem is inherent to the fact that fixing volume of bars and of buckets prevents us from controlling
precisely filling bar and bucket times. Finding a solution for this precise data set does not guarantee at all
a general solution neither for one data set nor for a financial instrument.
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• Bar price: mean, median, last price, first price
• MIR decision threshold θMIR to detect a flash crash
• VPIN support n
• VPIN classifier (student, normal)
• Prediction window ω (described below)
• VPIN decision threshold θVPIN to predict a flash crash
3.1.2 Defining true positive events
Here we describe how we define true positive, false-negative, and false-positive
events. For a given prediction window length ω:
• From a MIR flash crash detection (i.e., MIRj ≥ θMIR) at a bucket j (j ≥ ω), if in
the window of buckets [j-ω,j-1] there is a VPIN event (i.e., VPINNormalized,
2
i ≥ θVPIN, i ∈ [j-ω,j-1]), then we consider it as a true positive event. Otherwise
it is a false-negative event.
• From a VPIN event at a bucket j (i.e., VPINNormalized,j ≥ θVPIN,
j þ ω ≤ end Of DataSet), if in the window of buckets [j + 1,j + ω] there is a flash
crash ((i.e., MIRi ≥ θMIR, i ∈ [j+1,j+ω]), then we consider it as a true positive
event.3 Otherwise it is a false-positive event.
3.1.3 Choosing the maximum value of ω
To make a useful deep search, we have computed the distribution of time
difference between different amounts ω of buckets. Indeed, we want to control a
temporal time window reasonable for practitioners and still sufficiently wide so that
we can analyze which events VPIN can detect or not. We have focused this research
to have a stable bounded distribution of time difference between ω buckets of about
1 month. Below one can see the respective distribution for the S&P500 instrument;
the four other distributions of the instruments studied look the same (Figure 3).
In Table 1 one can see the medians of the different distributions.
For the next step, ω ≤ 2500.
3.1.4 Describing deep search of flash crash prediction
Here we describe how we intend to make a first deep search of VPIN prediction
quality of events close to the “Flash Crash” of May 2010. In this algorithm described
below θVPIN = 0.99.4
For each VPIN classifier (student or Gaussian), for each bar price structure
(last, first, median, average) do:
• For each θMIR ∈ ½5:2%; 6:2%� with step 0.1% for ES instrument,
θMIR ∈ ½2:2%; 3:2%� with step 0.1% for CL instrument, θMIR ∈ ½0:4%; 0:9%� with
2
3
4

If j � ω < 0, the window of buckets considered is [0,j-1].

If j þ ω>endOfDataSet, the window of buckets considered is [j + 1,endOfDataSet].
Previous research, such as [5], showed that this threshold is a good one.
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Figure 3.
Time difference distribution between 2500 S&P 500 buckets.
Futures

Days

Number of bucket chosen

ES

14.8

2500

EC

13.8

2500

CL

15.0

2500

YM

14.3

2500

NQ

15.2

2500

Table 1.
Median of time difference between 2500 buckets for the different instruments.

step 0.1% for EC instrument, θMIR ∈ ½8%; 9%� with step 0.1% for NQ
instrument, θMIR ∈ ½5:4%; 6:4%� with step 0.1% for YM instrument5 do:
• For each VPIN support n ∈ ½30; 60�, with step 10, do:
◦ For ω ∈ ½100; 2500� with step 100, do:
◦ test prediction
◦ store current parameters, precision and recall if and only if
recall þ precision ≥ previousLocalMaximum
◦ store prediction length (distance between VPIN event and MIR
event).
Remark: we first try to maximize precision+recall rate. If the local maximum
found is interesting for practice (at least superior or equal to 1.2) and more powerful
than a “naive” algorithm, then it sounds worth making a more serious search of
precision and recall rates separately to find a good trade-off between them (e.g.,
thanks to a ROC curve).
5

As each MIR value for the flash crash is different, one must adapt the area of deep search to be precise

and have a quicker calculation time.
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3.2 Results
3.2.1 Best parameters found
In Tables 2–5 one case see the best parameters that maximize precision+recall
for each financial instrument and bar price structure studied.
3.2.2 Remarks and first interpretation
We remark overall the following:
• The choice of bar structure does not really affect the optimal choice of other
parameters; nevertheless mean and median bar price structures have best
precision+recall rate on average.
• Recall rates are very close to 1.
• Since ES, NQ, and YM precision rates are “low”, thus precision + recall rates
are “low.”
• Since EC and CL precision rates are “high,” thus precision + recall rates are
“high” since recall is already “high.”
• CL and EC had on May 6, 2010, a very low flash crash threshold, which
increases a lot the number of crash of same magnitude detected in the data set.
• CL and EC obtain their maximum value to the minimum bound of the deep
search (respectively, a 2.2% fall and 0.6% fall). It is not the case for other
Futures

Recall

Precision

Precision+recall

θMIR

n

ω (buckets)

Classifier

Bar price

ES

0.9737

0.2171

1.1908

0.062

60

2400

Gaussian

Last

EC

0.9080

0.9644

1.8724

0.006

30

2500

Gaussian

Last

CL

0.9406

0.9045

1.8451

0.022

60

2500

Student

Last

NQ

1

0.0034

1.0034

0.08

30

400

Gaussian

Last

YM

0.8421

0.1512

0.9933

0.064

60

2500

Gaussian

Last

Table 2.
Best parameters maximizing precision+recall rate for different futures and last bar price structure in the first
deep search.
Futures

Recall

Precision

Precision+recall

θMIR

n

ω (buckets)

Classifier

Bar price

ES

0.9737

0.2024

1.1761

0.062

60

2400

Gaussian

First

EC

0.9127

0.9681

1.8808

0.006

30

2500

Student

First

CL

0.9534

0.9012

1.8546

0.022

60

2500

Student

First

NQ

1

0.0038

1.0038

0.08

30

400

Gaussian

First

YM

0.8421

0.1449

0.9870

0.064

60

2500

Gaussian

First

Table 3.
Best parameters maximizing precision+recall rate for different futures and first bar price structure in the first
deep search.
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Futures

Recall

Precision

Precision+recall

θMIR

n

ω (buckets)

Classifier

Bar price

ES

0.9737

0.1996

1.1733

0.062

60

2400

Gaussian

Median

EC

0.9037

0.9718

1.8755

0.006

30

2500

Student

Median

CL

0.9447

0.8951

1.8398

0.022

60

2500

Student

Median

NQ

1

0.0036

1.0036

0.08

30

400

Gaussian

Median

YM

1

0.1911

1.1911

0.054

30

2500

Student

Median

Table 4.
Best parameters maximizing precision+recall rate for different futures and median bar price structure in the
first deep search.
Futures

Recall

Precision

Precision+recall

θMIR

n

ω (buckets)

Classifier

Bar price

ES

0.9737

0.1950

1.1687

0.062

60

2400

Student

Mean

EC

0.9058

0.9691

1.8749

0.006

30

2500

Student

Mean

CL

0.9789

0.8654

1.8443

0.022

40

2500

Student

Mean

NQ

1

0.0036

1.0036

0.08

30

400

Gaussian

Mean

YM

1

0.1921

1.1921

0.055

30

2500

Student

Mean

Table 5.
Best parameters maximizing precision+recall rate for different futures and mean bar price structure in the first
deep search.

instruments (in NQ cases, precision+recall optimal rate is constant from
0.8 to 0.9).
The results give two first findings:
• When the flash crash is significantly present for the instrument, i.e., of high
magnitude and rare in the data set (ES, YM, and NQ cases), then recall is high,
which means that VPIN makes a prediction before this happens, but precision
is low: VPIN detects other events that are not flash crashes.
• When the flash crash is not significantly present for the instrument, i.e., of low
magnitude and not rare (there are a lot of events of 10–20-minute length of
same magnitude), then recall and precision are high.
This may suggest one of the following hypotheses:
• VPIN seems to be a poor indicator of flash crash prediction with the usual
recommended threshold 0.99.
• VPIN can be a better indicator of another type of event (crashes of less
important amplitude).
We will compare the results of the same deep search with the one of a naive
classifier, to see whether or not the good prediction results in CL and ES cases are
relevant.
3.2.3 Benchmark with a “naive classifier”
We made a comparison of VPIN prediction quality result with a “naive
classifier,” which randomly chooses whether or not there will be a crash from each
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Futures

Recall

Precision

Precision+recall

θMIR

n

ω (buckets)

ES

1

0.0355

1.0355

0.052

50

2500

EC

1

0.9948

1.9948

0.004

50

2500

CL

1

0.3413

1.3413

0.022

50

2500

NQ

1

0.0076

1.0076

0.084

60

2500

YM

1

0.0174

1.0174

0.055

50

2500

Table 6.
Best parameters maximizing precision+recall rate for different futures for the naive classifier.

bucket of the data set. In Table 6 one can see the results of the naive classifier for
the first deep search set of parameters.6 As it is a naive classifier, results do not
depend on direction of prices (bar price classifier) and bar price structure.
We remark the following:
• “Naive classifier” has poor results comparable to those of VPIN for ES, NQ ,
and YM instruments; although poor, VPIN predictions are better than “naive
algorithm” on ES cases.
• “Naive classifier” has better results than VPIN on EC instrument.
• “Naive classifier” has worse results than VPIN on CL instrument.
We can interpret it as follows:
• EC flash crash definition is barely inconsistent, with a MIR threshold of
0.006%; it is obvious that a naive algorithm does better results as the constraint
is very small to detect a “flash crash” of such a magnitude.
• On CL and ES cases though, VPIN predictions are better, and these results are
obtained when θMIR threshold was on the lower bound of the deep search. It
might indicate that VPIN software has a better predictive power than a “naive
algorithm” not on a “flash crash” amplitude basis but on a lower amplitude
level. Nevertheless, one may wonder whether or not this level of amplitude is
useful for practitioners.
Anyway, previous results may conclude that for “flash crash” prediction, VPIN
has overall equivalent poor power prediction with the traditional threshold
θVPIN = 0.99, as a “naive” algorithm.
That’s why in the next paragraph, we benchmark predictive power of “naive”
and VPIN algorithms:
• First on higher θVPIN constraints
• Second on lower bounds of crash amplitude θMIR while θVPIN = 0.99
• Third on higher θVPIN constraints and at the same time lower bounds on θMIR

6

First tests conducted with EC instrument have been realized with an average to get more robust

results. They are really close to the one obtained here with a single realization of randomness.
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Indeed, the first hypothesis is that there are too many false VPIN predictions,
i.e., false-positive events, as precision rate is too low and recall rate is too high.
That’s why one may hope that making θVPIN constraints higher may reduce the
number of VPIN “useless” predictions while not reducing too much recall rate.
3.2.4 Deep search allowing higher bounds for θVPIN
In the following we have looked to higher bounds for θVPIN from 0.99 to
0.99999. All other parameters of the deep search are the same. Below, one can see
the results in Tables 7–10. The results for the naive algorithm are indeed the same.
We remark the following:
• Precision rate has increased for each bar price structure for ES instrument,
maintaining recall rate constant to θVPIN = 0.99 case.
• Precision + recall rate has increased for YM instrument only with a last or first
bar price structure, but recall decreased a bit compared to θVPIN = 0.99 case.
Futures

Recall

Precision

Precision+recall

θMIR

n

ω (buckets)

Classifier

θVPIN

ES

0.9737

0.4677

1.4414

0.062

60

1600

Gaussian

0.99999

EC

0.9080

0.9644

1.8724

0.006

30

2500

Gaussian

0.99

CL

0.9406

0.9045

1.8451

0.022

60

2500

Student

0.99

NQ

1

0.0034

1.0034

0.08

30

400

Gaussian

0.99

YM

0.7091

0.3160

1.0251

0.054

60

2500

Student

0.9999

Table 7.
Best parameters maximizing precision+recall rate for different futures and last bar price structure allowing
higher bounds for θVPIN.
Futures

Recall

Precision

Precision+recall

θMIR

n

ω (buckets)

Classifier

θVPIN

ES

0.9737

0.3412

1.3149

0.062

60

1200

Gaussian

0.99999

EC

0.9127

0.9681

1.8808

0.006

30

2500

Student

0.99

CL

0.9534

0.9012

1.8546

0.022

60

2500

Student

0.99

NQ

1

0.0038

1.0038

0.08

30

2500

Gaussian

0.99

YM

0.7091

0.3545

1.0636

0.054

60

2500

Student

0.9999

Table 8.
Best parameters maximizing precision+recall rate for different futures and first bar price structure allowing
higher bounds for θVPIN.
Futures

Recall

Precision

Precision+recall

θMIR

n

ω (buckets)

Classifier

ES

0.9737

0.3306

1.3043

0.062

30

1700

Gaussian

0.99999

EC

0.9037

0.9718

1.8755

0.006

30

2500

Student

0.99

CL

0.9447

0.8951

1.8398

0.022

60

2500

Student

0.99

NQ

1

0.0036

YM

1

0.1911

1.0036

0.08

30

400

Gaussian

0.99

1.1911

0.054

30

2500

Student

0.99

θVPIN

Table 9.
Best parameters maximizing precision+recall rate for different futures and median bar price structure allowing
higher bounds for θVPIN.
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• Compared to the “naive” algorithm, VPIN results are effectively better in ES
case. In YM case we still find comparable results.
• On average, mean and median bar price structures have the best precision
+recall rate.
To verify whether or not we can get at least better results than a naive algorithm
in data sets with a real flash crash, we study in the following first the results
allowing lower bounds on θMIR while θVPIN = 0.99 and second the results allowing
lower bounds on θMIR and higher constraints on θVPIN. Indeed, the intuition is that
on NQ case, the “flash crash” amplitude constraints are far too high to have a good
precision rate, because in this case there are too few events detected with MIR
algorithm.
3.2.5 Deep search allowing lower bounds for θMIR
We remark the following in Tables 11–14:
• Results have changed for every instrument except the ES one which has kept
the same local maximum as in the first deep search.
• Precision is far higher than before, while recall is still high. Therefore, overall
precision + recall rates are “high.”
• Optimal θMIR is around 0.015 for ES, CL, NQ, and YM financial instruments,
whereas for EC the previous local maximum around 0.006 remains higher.
• On average, median bar price structure has the best precision+recall rate.

Futures

Recall

Precision

Precision+recall

θMIR

n

ω (buckets)

Classifier

θVPIN

ES

0.9737

0.3786

1.3523

0.062

60

1600

Gaussian

0.99999

EC

0.9058

0.9691

1.8749

0.006

30

2500

Student

0.99

CL

0.9789

0.8653

1.8442

0.022

40

2500

Student

0.99

NQ

1

0.0036

1.0036

0.08

30

400

Gaussian

0.99

YM

1

0.1921

1.1921

0.055

30

2500

Student

0.99

Table 10.
Best parameters maximizing precision+recall rate for different futures and mean bar price structure allowing
higher bounds for θVPIN.
Futures

Recall

Precision

Precision+recall

θMIR

n

ω (buckets)

Classifier

Bar price

ES

0.9421

0.9541

1.8962

0.015

30

2500

Student

Last

EC

0.9080

0.9644

1.8724

0.006

30

2500

Gaussian

Last

CL

0.9297

0.9806

1.9103

0.016

30

2500

Student

Last

NQ

0.9179

0.9019

1.8198

0.015

30

2500

Gaussian

Last

YM

0.9460

0.9696

1.9156

0.015

50

2500

Gaussian

Last

Table 11.
Best parameters maximizing precision+recall rate for different futures and last bar price structure allowing
higher bounds for θMIR.
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Futures

Recall

Precision

Precision+recall

θMIR

n

ω (buckets)

Classifier

Bar price

ES

0.9404

0.9402

1.8806

0.015

30

2500

Gaussian

First

EC

0.9127

0.9681

1.8808

0.006

30

2500

Gaussian

First

CL

0.9233

0.9728

1.8961

0.016

30

2500

Student

First

NQ

0.8291

0.9833

1.8124

0.01

30

2500

Student

First

YM

0.9517

0.9673

1.9190

0.015

50

2500

Student

First

Table 12.
Best parameters maximizing precision+recall rate for different futures and first bar price structure allowing
higher bounds for θMIR.
Futures

Recall

Precision

Precision+recall

ES

0.9499

0.9498

1.8997

0.015

30

2500

Student

Median

EC

0.9037

0.9717

1.8754

0.006

30

2500

Student

Median

CL

0.9265

0.9718

1.8983

0.016

30

2500

Student

Median

NQ

0.9243

0.9017

1.8260

0.015

30

2500

Gaussian

Median

YM

0.9829

0.9427

1.9256

0.015

30

2500

Gaussian

Median

θMIR

n

ω (buckets)

Classifier

Bar price

Table 13.
Best parameters maximizing precision+recall rate for different futures and median bar price structure allowing
higher bounds for θMIR.
Futures

Recall

Precision

Precision+recall

θMIR

n

ω (buckets)

Classifier

Bar price

ES

0.9526

0.9454

1.8979

0.015

30

2500

Student

Mean

EC

0.9058

0.9691

1.8749

0.006

30

2500

Student

Mean

CL

0.9302

0.9670

1.8972

0.016

30

2500

Gaussian

Mean

NQ

0.9407

0.8796

1.8203

0.02

60

2500

Gaussian

Mean

YM

0.9446

0.9779

1.9225

0.015

60

2500

Student

Mean

Table 14.
Best parameters maximizing precision+recall rate for different futures and mean bar price structure allowing
higher bounds for θMIR.

In the following, we will first compare the results to the case where we allow
higher bound on θVPIN, to see if there is a difference. Second, we will benchmark
both results to the one of a “naive” classifier.
3.2.6 Deep search allowing lower bounds for θMIR and higher bounds for θVPIN
We remark in Tables 15–18 that compared to previous deep search:
Recall

Precision

Precision+recall

θMIR

n

ω (buckets)

Classifier

θVPIN

ES

Futures

0.9421

0.9541

1.8962

0.015

30

2500

Student

0.99

EC

0.9080

0.9644

1.8724

0.006

30

2500

Gaussian

0.99

CL

0.9297

0.9806

1.9103

0.016

30

2500

Student

0.99

NQ

0.9076

0.9217

1.8293

0.02

50

2500

Student

0.999

YM

0.9460

0.9696

1.9156

0.015

50

2500

Gaussian

0.99

Table 15.
Best parameters maximizing precision+recall rate for different futures and last bar price structure allowing
lower bounds for θMIR and higher bounds for θVPIN.
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• There are changes only for NQ and YM instruments in, respectively, last,
median, and mean bar price structures and first bar price structure, where
θVPIN equals 0.999.
• There is no general trend for precision or recall rates with the increase of θVPIN.
• On average median bar price structure has the best precision+recall rate.
3.2.7 Benchmark with a “naive” classifier
We remark the following for the “naive” classifier (Table 19):
• It has worse results than VPIN on ES and YM cases.
• It has comparable results than VPIN on NQ case.

Futures

Recall

Precision

Precision+recall

θMIR

n

ω (buckets)

Classifier

θVPIN

ES

0.9404

0.9402

1.8806

0.015

30

2500

Gaussian

0.99

EC

0.9127

0.9681

1.8808

0.006

30

2500

Student

0.99

CL

0.9232

0.9728

1.8960

0.016

30

2500

Student

0.99

NQ

0.8291

0.9833

1.8124

0.01

30

2500

Student

0.99

YM

0.9341

0.9872

1.9213

0.015

50

2500

Gaussian

0.999

Table 16.
Best parameters maximizing precision+recall rate for different futures and first bar price structure allowing
lower bounds for θMIR and higher bounds for θVPIN.

Futures

Recall

Precision

Precision+recall

θMIR

n

ω (buckets)

Classifier

θVPIN

ES

0.9499

0.9498

1.8997

0.015

30

2500

Student

0.99

EC

0.9037

0.9717

1.8754

0.006

30

2500

Student

0.99

CL

0.9265

0.9718

1.8983

0.016

30

2500

Student

0.99

NQ

0.8881

0.9525

1.8406

0.02

30

2500

Student

0.999

YM

0.9829

0.9427

1.9256

0.015

30

2500

Gaussian

0.99

Table 17.
Best parameters maximizing precision+recall rate for different futures and median bar price structure allowing
lower bounds for θMIR and higher bounds for θVPIN.
Futures

Recall

Precision

Precision+recall

θMIR

n

ω (buckets)

Classifier

θVPIN

ES

0.9526

0.9454

1.8980

0.015

30

2500

Student

0.99

EC

0.9058

0.9691

1.8749

0.006

30

2500

Student

0.99

CL

0.9302

0.9670

1.8972

0.016

30

2500

Gaussian

0.99

NQ

0.9188

0.9150

1.8338

0.02

40

2500

Gaussian

0.999

YM

0.9446

0.9779

1.9225

0.015

60

2500

Gaussian

0.99

Table 18.
Best parameters maximizing precision+recall rate for different futures and mean bar price structure allowing
lower bounds for θMIR and higher bounds for θVPIN.
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Futures

Recall

Precision

Precision+recall

θMIR

n

ω (buckets)

ES

1

0.7483

1.7483

0.01

40

2500

EC

1

0.9999

1.9999

0.001

60

2500

CL

1

0.9995

1.9995

0.01

40

2500

NQ

1

0.8465

1.8465

0.01

30

2500

YM

1

0.6892

1.6892

0.01

40

2500

Table 19.
Best parameters maximising precision+recall rate for different futures for the naive classifier allowing lower
bounds for θMIR.

• It has better results than VPIN on EC and CL cases, where the flash crash is not
really effective.
• It reaches obviously best local results on lowest MIR bound of the deep search.
We may partially conclude that:
• VPIN has an interesting predictive behavior on flash events of magnitude far
lower (around 1.5%) than what would be considered as a crash for specific
financial instrument (relatively liquid such as NQ, YM, or ES).
• But VPIN has poor results comparable to those of a “naive” classifier (precision
+recall rate inferior to 1.2) on flash crash events for these financial instruments.
• For other instruments such as CL or EC, VPIN behaves worse than a naive
classifier for these flash events. On flash events of higher amplitude (at least
1.5%), VPIN behaves better than a “naive” classifier for CL instrument.

4. VPIN sensitivity to the starting point of a data set
In this section, first we present the problem of VPIN’s sensitivity to the starting
point of the bucketing process. Second, we present different calibrations to test its
sensitivity. Third we make a summary of our results.
4.1 The problem
VPIN received among critics one which is important to precisely assess. Indeed,
Bodarenko and Anderson [7] pointed out in their work that VPIN is sensitive to the
starting point of the bucketing process. More precisely, if one removes the first
buckets of the data set, results change. It is indeed right. We would like to know to
which extent one can or cannot mitigate this effect. One idea is to test the different
price bar structures. Indeed a bar structure influences trade imbalance and thus
influences the appearance of VPIN events.
4.1.1 Methodology
There are at least two interesting ways of analyzing the sensitivity to the starting
point of a data set:
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• Study the sensitivity of best precision+recall rate to the number of trades
erased and to the bar price option.
• Given one set of local optimal parameters, study the sensitivity of precision
and recall rates to bar price option and data removed.
We have removed l ∈ 0; 1000; 2000; 3000 number of bars to study the sensitivity in the two previous cases, which corresponds to several hours of trading data
removed. Indeed one does not want to erase first flash crash detected in the data set
and erase more buckets than the average prediction length to detect it. Moreover we
would like to study to which extent VPIN is locally sensitive.
4.2 Summary of results
4.2.1 Sensitivity of precision+recall rate
We summarize in Table 20 for each bar price structure the average percentage
change of local new best precision+recall rates with the number of bar erased.
We remark the following:
• The sensitivity mentioned by Bodarenko and Anderson does exist.
• Its amplitude is not very big, at least for best precision+recall rate, as the
maximum change is about 6%.
• Median bar price structure is far less sensitive than other price structure.

Bar price structure

1000 bars erased

2000 bars erased

3000 bars erased

Last

3.089

2.166

0.939

First

2.410

3.649

6.727

Median

0.611

0.801

0.781

Mean

1.348

2.149

3.944

Table 20.
Average absolute percentage change of local best precision+recall rates with the number of bar erased for each
bar price structure.

1000 bars erased

2000 bars erased

3000 bars erased

Last

Bar price structure

1.192

1.171

1.067

First

1.612

1.725

1.049

Median

3.514

3.137

1.396

Mean

2.648

3.180

2.489

Table 21.
Average absolute percentage change of local best precision+recall rates with the number of bar erased for each
bar price structure.
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4.2.2 Sensitivity to local best parameter choice
In Table 21 we summarize for each bar price structure the average
percentabe change of the initial local best precision+recall rates with the number
of bar erased.
We remark the following:
• Again the amplitude of the sensitivity is not very large as the maximum change
is about 3.5%.
• Last bar price structure is less sensitive than other price structure to this
phenomenon.

5. Conclusion
In this last section, we present first a general summary of our findings. Then we
propose new suggestion of research concerning this precise subject.
5.1 Summary of results
We found that:
• VPIN has interesting predictive power (i.e., better than a naive algorithm and
at least of local prediction+recall maximum higher than 1.2) for flash events of
lower amplitude than flash crashes (about 1.5%) for a certain class of
instruments, where flash crashes are at least present (which is not the case for
currency Euro FX or Energy Light Crude NYMEX).
• VPIN is sensitive to the starting point of computation, but the amplitude of this
sensitivity is not really high. For practice, which means not changing local best
parameters while erasing some data, last bar price structure is the least
sensitive to this phenomenon.
5.2 Suggestion for further studies
For further studies, this might be worth analyzing:
• Define a bigger constraint to capture crashes taking into account, for example,
their V-shape. It would indeed filter out more events and enable analyzing
more accurately which kind of crash VPIN predicts better.
• Benchmark within this framework other predictive tools between them (VIX
with a naive algorithm, with VPIN, etc.).
• Analyze VPIN time-clock version predictive power.
• If previous predictive power of lower amplitude flash events is interesting for
practitioners, analyze more precisely parameters that would be interesting for
them.
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• Describe more precisely to which class of financial instrument VPIN predictive
power is most effective (if such one is worth being more studied for
practitioners).
• Define a normalization of events defining crash events within a whole cluster
of instruments. It is not easy to put in place as instruments are more or less
correlated by crashes and response times are not trivial to analyze, but it would
be also interesting indeed to assess prediction quality on common events
shared by different instruments of a same cluster. It would make it possible to
see whether or not VPIN predictive power is effective beyond different
financial instruments embedding different aspects of the financial world to
which VPIN is sensitive to.
• This area of research studies a very particular class of events: those that are
potentially very rare. Taking into account this setting and that the algorithms
used are fed with previous information and are sensitive to the starting point of
computation, is it possible to build a consistent cross-validation approach? This
aspect has not been treated yet as others needed to be first addressed, but it is
still important to be studied.

Appendix
See Table 22.

Symbol

Description

Exchange

Class

Volume

ES

S&P500 E-mini

CME

Equity

478,029

EC

Euro FX

CME

Currency

188,837

CL

Light Crude NYMEX

NYMEX

Energy

165,208

YM

Dow Jones E-mini

CBOT

Equity

110,122

NQ

Nasdaq 100

CME

Equity

173,211

Table 22.
List of future contracts and their total volume of trades from January 2007 to July 2012.
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Chapter 6

Artificial Intelligence Data
Science Methodology for Earth
Observation
Corneliu Octavian Dumitru, Gottfried Schwarz,
Fabien Castel, Jose Lorenzo and Mihai Datcu

Abstract
This chapter describes a Copernicus Access Platform Intermediate Layers SmallScale Demonstrator, which is a general platform for the handling, analysis, and
interpretation of Earth observation satellite images, mainly exploiting big data of
the European Copernicus Programme by artificial intelligence (AI) methods. From
2020, the platform will be applied at a regional and national level to various use
cases such as urban expansion, forest health, and natural disasters. Its workflows
allow the selection of satellite images from data archives, the extraction of useful
information from the metadata, the generation of descriptors for each individual
image, the ingestion of image and descriptor data into a common database, the
assignment of semantic content labels to image patches, and the possibility to
search and to retrieve similar content-related image patches. The main two components, namely, data mining and data fusion, are detailed and validated. The most
important contributions of this chapter are the integration of these two components
with a Copernicus platform on top of the European DIAS system, for the purpose
of large-scale Earth observation image annotation, and the measurement of the
clustering and classification performances of various Copernicus Sentinel and
third-party mission data. The average classification accuracy is ranging from 80 to
95% depending on the type of images.
Keywords: Earth observation, machine learning, data mining, Copernicus
Programme, TerraSAR-X

1. Introduction
Typical shortcomings of current image analysis tools are the lack of content
understanding. This becomes apparent with current developments in Earth observation and data analysis [1]. In this chapter, we therefore concentrate on artificial
intelligence (AI) applications and our solution strategies as our main objectives
in the field of remote sensing, i.e., the acquisition and semantic interpretation of
instrument data from remote platforms such as aircraft or satellites observing, for
instance, atmospheric phenomena on Earth for weather prediction—or icebergs
drifting in arctic waters endangering maritime transport. In particular, we will
describe the exploitation of imaging data acquired by Earth-observing satellites and
their sensors.
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These satellites may either circle about the Earth (mostly on low polar Earth
orbits) or be operated from stationary or slowly moving points high above our
planet (on so-called geostationary or geosynchronous orbits). Typical examples
are Earth-observing and meteorological satellites. All these instruments have been
designed with dedicated goals that, as a rule, can only be fulfilled by systematic and
interactive data processing and data interpretation on the ground. The processing
and data analysis chains are then the main candidates where one can and shall apply
modern data science approaches (e.g., machine learning and artificial intelligence)
in order to fully exploit the full information content of the sensor data.
In general, we have quite a number of different sensors installed on satellites. These
include passive instruments observing the backscattered solar illumination or thermal
emissions from the Earth—or active imaging instruments (transmitting and receiving light pulses or radio signals toward and from the target area being observed). For
the ease of understanding, we will limit ourselves to optical sensors operating in the
visible and infrared spectral ranges and to radar sensors applying synthetic-aperture
radar (SAR) concepts [2, 3]. These instruments provide large-scale images with a typical spatial resolution of 1–40 m per pixel. The images can be acquired from spacecraft
orbits that cover the Earth completely with well-defined repeat cycles.
After being transmitted to the ground, the image data will have to undergo
systematic processing steps. Typically, the processing schemes follow a stepwise
approach where for all steps the image data are accompanied by the necessary
descriptor data (metadata). The processing chains start with what we call level-0
data consisting of reordered and annotated detector data; level-1 data provide
calibrated sensor data, while level-2 data contain data in commonly known physical
units preferably on regular spatial or map grids. Then level-3 data are higher-level
products such as thematic maps or time series results (obtained by merging or
concatenation of several individual images) or similar operations. Finally, users
can apply additional interactive processing steps on their own or exploit available
software/platform concepts [4].
This principle of ordered value-adding requires well-established techniques for
data management, batch processing and databases, local and distributed (cloud) processing, understanding of the information flow, experience with learning principles,
knowledge extraction from image and library data, and discovery of image semantics. At present, typical data sources with easy access are publicly available scientific
image data provided by the European Copernicus mission with its Sentinel satellites
[5, 6] as well as high-resolution remote sensing images [7, 8]. The European Sentinel
satellites comprise among others a constellation of SAR imagers (i.e., Sentinel-1A/
Sentinel-1B providing typically large radar images, with a ground sampling distance
of 20 meters and selectable horizontal and vertical polarizations), and a constellation
of optical imagers (i.e., Sentinel-2A/Sentinel-2B delivering typically large multispectral images with 13 different bands and a ground resolution—depending on
the bands—of 10–60 m). This space segment of the Copernicus mission is complemented by systematic level-1 and level-2 image data processing on the ground and by
support environments that serve as comfortable platforms for further data handling
and interpretation covering all aspects of applied data science. These approaches
then pave the way for deeper semantic data analysis and understanding as typically
required in Earth observation for crop yield predictions, atmospheric research, etc.
The design of Earth observation (EO) missions as constellations of several satellites brings important advantages. However, this is not the case for some of the most
popular EO missions. Figure 1 shows typical TerraSAR-X and Copernicus Sentinel
overpasses from different orbits and their target areas.
TerraSAR-X flies on a polar Sun-synchronous circular dawn-dusk orbit. This
satellite shares its orbit plane with its twin satellite TanDEM-X (keeping a 97.44°
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Figure 1.
Satellite overpasses of Sentinel-1A/Sentinel-1B, Sentinel-2A/Sentinel-2B, and TerraSAR-X (on 23th of August
2018 starting at 14:02 UT) [12].

orbital phasing difference) and a repeat cycle of 11 days with 167 orbits per cycle.
Due to its flexibility, TerraSAR-X can cover any point on Earth within a maximum
of 4.5 days and 90% of the Earth’s surface within 2 days [9].
The Sentinel-1 satellites fly on a near-polar, Sun-synchronous orbit, too. The
satellite constellations (comprising Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B) share the same
orbit plane with a 180° orbital phasing difference and a repeat cycle of 6 days with
175 orbits per cycle. Sentinel-1 can cover the equator on 3 days, the Artic on less
than 1 day, and Europe, Canada, and shipping routes in 1–3 days [10].
Like the Sentinel-1 constellation, the Sentinel-2 constellations (comprising
Sentinel-2A and Sentinel-2B) share the same orbit with a separation of 180°. The
repeat cycle is 5 days with 143 orbits per cycle. Sentinel-2 can cover the equator on
5 days under cloud-free conditions and in 2–3 days at mid-latitudes [11].
When selecting data for fusion, we have to constrain ourselves to data acquired
as close as possible in time.
These data handling approaches are typical for recent advances in big data scenarios in distributed systems on the web (e.g., with high data volumes and throughput rates, conventional and innovative data processing steps, additional necessary
tools and environments, and greater user expectations). In our case, this affects the
tasks of image processing (e.g., data fusion), image understanding, and comparisons with physical models. This can also be seen when we look at the evolution of
satellite data analysis. While early concepts started with data being transferred to
algorithms, current systems often transfer data to archives, and future systems may
support more and more distributed systems.
A typical example is the full functionality offered by machine learning tools,
while the basic ideas of future data science aspects for Earth observation as seen by
the European Space Agency can be found in [13]. In our case, we are interested in
applying more theoretical data science, machine learning, and artificial intelligence
(for instance, deep learning, powerful classification maps, and prediction results)
together with interactive visualization on various information levels. These ideas
will be dealt with below for three remote sensing scenarios as detailed in [14]:
• Urban monitoring (urban growth and sprawl, urban classification, and
semantic indicators)
• Quantitative interpretation of forested areas
• Disaster monitoring (earthquakes, inundations, mud slides, etc.)
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Here traceable products yielding quantitative data about physical phenomena,
change maps, and change predictions are among our primary goals. Of course, we
have to consider the implementation effort as well as the attainable accuracy of our
products. For each scenario dealt with below, the reader should try to understand
what the additional value of machine learning, artificial intelligence, and comprehensive use of data science concepts brings about.
The basic terms of machine learning, artificial intelligence, and data science
shall be understood in the following sense:
• We use the term “machine learning” mainly when we talk about learning target
category parameters derived from selected images and applying these parameters to other examples. Currently, we see much progress by “deep” techniques
(e.g., deep learning [15, 16]). An important point is the selection of reliable
reference data for traceable validation and verification of the methods.
• “Artificial intelligence” describes how machine learning results are exploited
for further use. Typically this includes recognizing and being aware of typical
situations, making decisions based on the recognized high-level parameters,
and predicting future developments. To this end, one can profit from external
databases complementing machine learning results.
• “Data science” covers the entire field of comprehensive data management and
tools, machine learning, and artificial intelligence. This includes topics like
distributed processing, monitoring of workflows, visualization techniques,
and performance monitoring. Even seemingly trivial tasks (e.g., accessing and
handling of data) may belong to data science. However, remote sensing still is
in urgent need of efficient tools to familiarize the user community with remote
sensing opportunities.
When we look at remote sensing in more detail, we currently see many efforts to
transform sensor data to physical quantities that can be exploited for quantitative
analysis or modeling. If we accomplish this, we can combine measured data with
physical models and find quantitative parameters for predictions.
In the following, we describe how we applied these concepts in a research project
funded by the European Union [17]; the project’s main objective is to allow the
creation of added value from Copernicus data through the provisioning of modeling and analytics tools for data collection, processing, storage, and access that are
provided by the Copernicus Data and Information Access Services (DIAS) [18] and
creating a data science workflow where sub-images (image chips) are annotated,
administered, and validated based on their assigned semantic labels [19].
The chapter is organized in seven main sections. Section 2 explains the
CANDELA platform used for prototyping EO applications, while Section 3
describes the characteristics of the data set. Section 4 presents typical examples
which a user can obtain when using the platform from Section 2 and the data set
from Section 3. Section 5 illustrates the perspectives in EO data science workflows
and Section 6 summarizes our conclusions, while Section 7 contains the future
work. The chapter ends with acknowledgments and a list of references.

2. The CANDELA platform
CANDELA’s main objective is the creation of additional value from Copernicus
data through the provisioning of modeling and analytics tools provided that the
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Figure 2.
CANDELA platform [17].

tasks of data collection, processing, storage, and access will be carried out by the
Copernicus Data Information and Access Service [18]. The corresponding flowchart
is presented in Figure 2 and in [17]. In the end, after the integration of all components, CANDELA will be deployed on top of DIAS.
The CANDELA platform [17] allows prototyping of EO applications by applying
efficient data retrieval, data mining augmented with machine learning techniques,
as well as interoperability in order to fully benefit from the available assets and to
add more value to the satellite data. It also helps to interactively detect objects or
structures and to classify land cover categories.
The implementation of the platform is putting in place a set of powerful tools in
artificial intelligence environments (e.g., with machine learning and deep learning). These tools have as their objectives:
• To process large volumes of EO data and to perform data analytics
• To extract the information content from the EO data based on data mining
• To fuse various EO sensors in order to increase and to complement the information extracted from different sensors
• To apply deep learning to detect changes in EO data
• To semantically search and index our EO image catalog
From this list of objectives, we focus on two of them, namely, data mining and
data fusion (see Figure 3). Our goal is to simplify data access and to analyze large
volumes of EO data without specific knowledge about the processing of EO data
and to fuse the outputs for content exploration.
For the development of the data mining component, we started from [20], and
we improved the cascaded active learning system of [21] for typical Copernicus
Earth observation images. Its implementation, test, and validation aim at automated knowledge extraction and image content interpretation. The results are
presented in Section 4.1.
Regarding data fusion, a new sub-component had to be developed within
data mining. This new sub-component fuses multispectral and SAR images.
There are two types of fusions; one is performed at the feature level and the
other one at the semantic level. The results are shown in Section 4.2 for featurelevel fusion.
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Figure 3.
Block diagram of the CANDELA platform modules [17].

3. Data set description for CANDELA
Our main data sets extracted from different instruments are Earth’s surface
images of the European Copernicus Programme (e.g., Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2).
Sentinel-1 is a twin satellite synthetic-aperture radar configuration, while Sentinel-2
is also a twin satellite configuration, each carrying a multispectral imager [22, 23].
There are three reasons why we are selecting and using Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2
images. Firstly, we can recognize different target area details in overlapping radar
and optical images complementing each other with rapid succession. Secondly,
individually selectable Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 images can be rectified and
co-aligned by publicly available toolbox routines offered by ESA allowing a straightforward image comparison or image fusion. Thirdly, all Sentinel instruments are
totally openly available to the EO community. Many publications (dedicated conferences [1, 24–26]) already describe newly discovered Earth’s surface characteristics
derived from the individual instruments.
Furthermore, the long-term operations of the Sentinel satellites allow the
interpretation of image time series or even the combination of time series data
with external supplementary data via additional data mining and data fusion tools
[1, 25, 26].
Besides these data sets, we include other third-party EO mission data sets as
specified by CANDELA users (e.g., TerraSAR-X and WorldView).
3.1 Sentinel-1 data
The Sentinel-1 mission comprises a constellation of two satellites (launched on
April 1, 2014, and on April 25, 2016), operating in C-band for synthetic-aperture
radar imaging. SAR has the advantage of operating at wavelengths not impeded by
thin cloud cover, or a lack of solar illumination, and can acquire data over a selected
area during day- or nighttime under nearly no weather condition restrictions. The
repeat period of each satellite is 12 days; that means every 6 days there is an acquisition by one of the two satellites.
The Sentinel-1 characteristics are presented in detail in [22]. From the multitude
of parameters/configurations that exist for Sentinel-1, we have selected as examples
the following configurations based on data availability, the CANDELA use cases,
and our previous experiments: level-1 Ground Range Detected (GRD) products with
high resolution (HR) taken routinely in Interferometric Wide (IW) swath mode.
These products/data are produced (prior to geo-coding) with a pixel spacing of
10 × 10 m and correspond to about five looks and a resolution (range × azimuth) of
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20 × 22 m. They have a nearly uniform signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and also a stable
distributed target ambiguity ratio (DTAR). For these products, the data are provided
in dual polarization, VV and VH for land and HH and HV for polar target areas.
3.2 Sentinel-2 data
The Sentinel-2 mission (like Sentinel-1) comprises a constellation of two satellites (launched on June 23, 2015, and on March 7, 2017) able to collect multispectral
data and is affected by the weather conditions (e.g., cloud cover). The repeat period
of each satellite is 10 days; that means every 5 days there is an acquisition of one of
the two satellites, thus providing a high revisit frequency.
Each Sentinel-2 satellite carries a multispectral instrument with 13 spectral
channels (in the visible/near-infrared and shortwave infrared spectral range) and
with 290 km swath width. The Sentinel-2 characteristics are presented in detail in
[23]. This also applies to level-1 data; level-1C of these products are radiometrically
and geometrically corrected images with orthorectification and spatial registration
on a global reference system with sub-pixel accuracy. Since the product size is very
large, each image is divided into several quadrants in UTM WGS84 projection.
The average size of a quadrant is 10,980 × 10,980 pixels (rows × columns). For
visualization, the RGB bands (B04, B03, and B02) were used to generate a quicklook quadrant image. For feature extraction, the user can choose different band
combinations.
3.3 Third-party mission data
From the available third-party mission data sets, we selected for demonstration
four pairs of multi-sensor images of TerraSAR-X and WorldView-2 [27].
TerraSAR-X is a German radar satellite launched in June 2007, followed by
its TanDEM-X twin in 2010. Both operate in X-band and are side-looking SAR
instruments that offer a wide selection of operating modes and product generation
options [7]. TerraSAR-X has a revisit cycle of 11 days on the Earth’s equator. We
selected high-resolution spotlight mode images because they provide the highestresolution data of the target areas. As for the product generation options, we took
enhanced ellipsoid corrected (EEC) and radiometrically enhanced (RE) data.
Finally, we took horizontally polarized (HH) or vertically polarized (VV) images,
as this option is most frequently used. The images have a pixel spacing of 1.25 m and
a resolution of 2.9 m with WGS-84 map projection. The average size of the images is
8000 rows × 9600 columns.
In contrast, WorldView-2 provides a single panchromatic band and eight
multispectral bands. It was launched in October 2009 to become a DigitalGlobe
satellite. The revisit period of the satellite is about 3 days on the Earth’s equator [28].
The resolution for the panchromatic band is 0.46 m and for multispectral bands is
1.87 m. The map projection of WorldView-2 is, again, WGS-84, and the size of these
images (on average) for panchromatic images is 47,000 × 37,000 pixels (rows ×
columns) and for multispectral images is 11,000 × 9000 pixels (rows × columns).

4. Typical CANDELA examples
4.1 Data mining by machine learning
In EO data mining, a number of researchers have already developed technologies for semantic image understanding [29, 30]. The available web engines are
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focused on the everyday needs of a broad category of users [31]. A very popular
satellite image data mining system is Tomnod from DigitalGlobe or Google Earth,
which is targeting general user topics. Especially for EO, there are systems such as
LandEX [32] which is a land cover management system, while GeoIRIS [33] is a
system that allows the user to refine a given query by iteratively specifying a set of
relevant and a set of nonrelevant images. A similar system is IKONA [34] which is
using relevance feedback in order to analyze the content of very high-resolution EO
images. Further, the knowledge-driven information mining (KIM) system [41] is
an example of an active learning system providing semantic interpretation of image
content. The KIM concept evolved into the TELEIOS prototype [36], complementing the scope of searching EO images with additional geo-information and in situ
data. Finally, a cascaded active learning prototype [21] has been integrated into an
operational EO system [20] to interpret the archives of TerraSAR-X images [37].
CANDELA is improving this cascaded active learning system by searching for
dedicated algorithms for typical Earth observation images. Its implementation, test,
and validation aim at automated knowledge extraction and image content interpretation. The targeted performance characteristics are verified for several typical use
cases and tell us more about the potential of dedicated algorithms with respect to
general machine learning.
Figures 4–9 depict typical classification maps for TerraSAR-X and Sentinel-1
images together with their respective accuracy (e.g., precision/recall) for the cities
of Venice, Italy, and Munich, Germany. Another example is the Dutch part of the
Wadden Sea in the Netherlands. The results of the classification map and their accuracy are given in Figures 10 and 11.
4.2 Data fusion by machine learning
Currently, what exists in the field of data fusion is a collection of routines/algorithms that can be linked and embedded for various applications. A very well-known

Figure 4.
TerraSAR-X image of Venice, Italy: (left) a quick-look view of the image and (right) the corresponding
classification map generated by CANDELA.
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Figure 5.
Sentinel-1 image of Venice, Italy (after selecting the area that is covered by TerraSAR-X from the full Sentinel-1
image): (bottom-left) a quick-look view of the image and (bottom-right) the classification map generated by
CANDELA.

Figure 6.
Classification accuracy (precision/recall) by comparison between TerraSAR-X (top-left) and Sentinel-1
(bottom-right) for the Venice image.
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Figure 7.
TerraSAR-X image of Munich, Germany: (left) a quick-look view of the image and (right) the classification
map generated by CANDELA.

Figure 8.
Sentinel-1 image of Munich, Germany (after selecting the area that is also covered by TerraSAR-X): (bottomleft) a quick-look view of the image and (bottom-right) the classification map generated by CANDELA.

open-source toolbox is Orfeo [38] which provides a large number of state-of-the-art
algorithms to process SAR and multispectral images for different applications.
Another one is Google Earth [31] that includes a large image database and an expandable number of algorithms that can be used for image processing.
In our case, we need to recognize different target area details in overlapping SAR
and multispectral images. For doing this, we selected a number of cities from all over
the world. The cities are Bucharest in Romania, Munich in Germany, Venice in Italy,
and Washington in the USA. The selection criteria of these cities were the simultaneous availability of these cities covered by the two satellites and the variety of categories that can be found. A difficulty arises when trying to co-align these images, for
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Figure 9.
Classification accuracy (precision/recall) by comparison between TerraSAR-X (top-right) and Sentinel-1
(bottom-left) for the Munich image.

Figure 10.
Sentinel-2 quadrant image of an area of the Dutch Wadden Sea: (left) a quick-look view of the image and
(right) the classification map generated by CANDELA.

example, images provided by TerraSAR-X and WorldView-2, because the original data
have different pixel spacing. To solve this problem, we resampled the panchromatic
WorldView-2 image in order to co-align it with the TerraSAR-X image [27].
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Figure 11.
Classification accuracy (precision/recall) for the Sentinel-2 quadrant image covering an area of the
Wadden Sea.

In the case of Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2, the images can be rectified and coaligned by publicly available toolbox routines [39]; this allowed us a straightforward
image comparison.
While we are accustomed to image fusion as a radiometric combination of
multispectral images, a comparably mature level of semantic fusion of SAR images
has not been reached yet. In order to remedy the situation, we propose a semantic
fusion concept for SAR images, where we combine the semantic image content
of two data sets with different characteristics. By exploiting the specific imaging
details and the retrievable semantic categories of the two image types, we obtained

Figure 12.
A multi-sensor data set: multispectral image (top-left side), panchromatic image (top-right side), and
TerraSAR-X image (bottom-center) for the city of Venice, Italy.
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Figure 13.
Classification maps generated using the CANDELA platform for the city of Venice: multispectral image (topleft side), panchromatic image (top-right side), TerraSAR-X image (bottom-left side), and fusion of all three
images (bottom-right side).

semantically fused image classification maps that allow us to differentiate between
different categories.
Figures 12–14 present the classification maps for each sensor and the fused ones
together with their accuracy (e.g., precision/recall) for the city of Venice, while
Figures 15–17 apply to the city of Munich.
For a quantitative assessment, we compared the semantic annotation results
with the given reference data set and computed precision/recall for each category
and sensor. Analyzing the figures separately, we observed that the average of
precision/recall obtained for fused sensor images is higher than the precision/
recall of individual sensor images. Unfortunately, there are also cases in which for
corresponding image patches tiled from different sensor images, the WorldView-2
annotations have a different semantic classification when compared to the
TerraSAR-X results or when a category is missing for one sensor. In our case, in the
Venice image, the category “buoys” is only detected in the TerraSAR-X image, and
not in the WorldView-2 image. This has a noticeable impact on the performance of
the category “boats.” Another example is the category “clouds” that appears in the
case of the Munich image that is detected in the WorldView-2 image, but not in the
TerraSAR-X image.
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Figure 14.
Classification accuracy (precision/recall) for a selected image taken over the area of Venice using multispectral,
panchromatic, and SAR images and also the fused image.

Figure 15.
A multi-sensor data set: multispectral image (top-left side), panchromatic image (top-right side), and
TerraSAR-X image (bottom-center) for the city of Munich, Germany.
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Figure 16.
Classification maps generated using the CANDELA platform for the city of Munich: multispectral image
(top-left side), panchromatic image (top-right side), TerraSAR-X image (bottom-left side), and fusion of all
three images (bottom-right side).

Figure 17.
Classification accuracy (precision/recall) for a selected image over the area of Munich using multispectral,
panchromatic, and SAR images and also the fused image.
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5. Data science workflows
Recently, a new paradigm for Earth observation, namely, Data Knowledge
Discovery, was introduced [17]. This paradigm defines the entire chain “datainformation-knowledge-value” and deals with a meaningful EO content extraction,
i.e., the semantic and knowledge aspects.
We developed user-invariant and EO domain-specific compensatory methods
for the individual user- and domain-subjective biases. The derived models generate
a sharable knowledge body as a means to enable the communication between fragmented knowledge learned from metadata, image data, and other data in synergy
with the domain expertise of EO users. Today’s EO paradigms and technologies are
largely domain-oriented and have to support the communication outlined above.
Artificial intelligence big data in Earth observation [13] forced the development
of new technologies starting from management platforms [4] and is reaching now
the information platforms.
An example for the first category are ESA’s Thematic Exploitation Platforms
(TEPs) [4] that are designed and focused for coastal applications, forest, geohazards, hydrology, polar, urban, and food and security application domains, integrating standard processing chains that have low user interaction. The Copernicus
system (currently still under development) and its data information and access
services component [18] are a major achievement but still represent a “classic”
management paradigm.
Currently, “classic” existing systems/platforms are usually batch-oriented (e.g.,
TEPs, DIAS), but with EOLib [20, 40] and the new CANDELA platform [17], this
paradigm was “moved” to interactive systems (e.g., supporting active learning).
There are three perspectives to describe this type of interactive systems:
• The first one is based on signal-information logic (Figures 18 and 19).
The objective is the knowledge extraction from the sensor signal of the physically
meaningful parameters or Earth’s surface cover categories.
The process is divided in two steps:
○ The first step is an automated batch process to manage the satellite image
product files, i.e., to extract the image data and to select the relevant metadata, to perform a spatial breakdown of the image into patches, to estimate
for each image patch the particular signatures or primitive descriptors, and
to further structure the extracted information in a database.
○ In a second step following interactive machine learning paradigms, the
extracted information is transformed into semantic entities attached to
each image location. The process is a combination of querying, browsing,
and active learning. Using positive examples, i.e., training samples for the
categories of interest and complemented by negative examples to enhance
the accuracies of each class, a user can define the image semantics adapted to
a particular application.
• The second perspective is based on the value-adding logic (Figure 20).
Based on these procedures, value-adding is an iterative process.
The satellite data are generally multi-mission data, e.g., multispectral and SAR
data that are restructured in a common database, which becomes the data source.
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Figure 18.
The signal-information logic scheme: chain  data-information-knowledge.

Figure 19.
The signal-information logic scheme: chain  data-information-knowledge-semantic value.

Figure 20.
The value-adding logic scheme.

The data preparation component is generating the Analysis-Ready Data (ARD)
ensuring the least and mandatory processing and organizational steps that enable a
direct analysis, thus minimizing the user interaction at the data level.
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Among them are the generation of radiometrically and geometrically calibrated
data cubes. Browsing the data sets is a first step of visual inspection where the user
is getting acquainted with the observed structures and their signatures. Further,
data mining is an automated process to discover the main data particularities and
categories but also detect artifacts or outliers in the data sets, which are beyond the
capabilities of human observation, due to the large data volumes and the nonvisual
nature of the satellite images. The discovered and selected data sets are further analyzed in detail by extracting the particular characteristics of the observed scenes
or objects. The results of the analysis are contributing to update existing models or
build new models for the observations. Visualization of the model parameters
or extracted information is a verification step to cope with large complex data
volumes. Specific evaluation paradigms are needed to build trust in the obtained
results, to be used to make predictions. The process is iterative, and when new data
are acquired, they will be analyzed further.
• The third perspective is the implementation architecture logic (Figure 21).
The implementation of these paradigms requires a concept of integrating
artificial intelligence with software (SW) system architectures enabling interactive
multiuser operations in real time relative to the user reaction times. End users will
be able to work on shared user scenarios, results of their analyses, or information
extraction procedures.
The central component is a data index (DI) which is a very specific database
model for very fast, real-time management, processing, and distribution of large

Figure 21.
The logic implementation architecture scheme.
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structured and unstructured distributed multi-temporal data sets. The data can be
efficiently uploaded on demand, coping with large volumes of data from various
heterogeneous sources.
The data preparation needs to be able to support various tasks for the ARD
generation. A workflow orchestration engine will be relaying data and offers
various processor steps:
○ A deep neural network (DNN module) for physically meaningful feature
learning
○ Spatiotemporal analysis, e.g., spatiotemporal pattern analysis and extraction for understanding the evolution classes, fusing information from
various sources, not just identifying objects, but in particular spatiotemporal
patterns and context
○ Data mining to explore heterogeneous multi-temporal data sets.
The extracted information and data content are again indexed in the DI and provided (via web services) to one of the four human-machine interface (HMI) modules (i.e., visual browsing, visual analytics, active learning, and event analysis)
supporting advanced big data visualization and active learning paradigms. Once a
researcher is satisfied with the results, they can be shared with a restricted group or
publically via the collaborative layer. These architectures are generically based on
federated approaches, making it possible to deploy various components where they
fit best, using cloud technologies and web services for communication.

6. Conclusions
The advantages and benefits of the proposed approach are:
• We do clustering considering the physical parameters behind the sensors
contrary with the classical classification proposed in AI.
• With very few examples, we are able to classify the images with high accuracy.
• We are able to process multi-sensor data.
• We are able to create a semantic scheme adapted to different EO sensors (SAR
or multispectral), high resolution (e.g., TerraSAR-X or WorldView)/medium
resolution (e.g., Sentinel-1 or Sentinel-2).

7. Future work
During the next years, we expect a wide variety of new satellite image data that
can be easily downloaded, handled, and analyzed by individual users. We also
think that a number of new geophysical databases and browse tools will become
available so that each user has easy access to numerous additional satellite data
sources together with auxiliary geophysical data from common libraries and data
management tools supporting in-depth image data analyses and their interpretation. Innovative application fields (such as autonomous driving based on machine
learning and artificial intelligence) will bring us still more data handling tools and
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new data archives becoming available via the Internet. In addition, we also suppose
that these new tools will be supplemented by management and support environments, for instance, for system testing and performance monitoring. Within the
next 5 years, this should result in new established environments for image data
understanding.
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